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Responds to Hubbard inquiry

Purchase-ADD finances
in order, Atkins reports
Financial transactions of the
Purchase, Area Development
-District PADD) are in order, appropriate and comply with state
regulations, George Atkins,
secretary of the cabinet, told
members of the PADD board
Monday in Mayfield.
Atkins added he and Don Clark,
auditor for the Department of
Local Government, reviewed
financial statements of the group
and found nothing out of line.
PADD's financial transactions
have been questioned recently by
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Hubbard was not at the meeting Mon-

4

day. The congressman also was in
a meeting this morning and, according /o a spokesperson in his
office, had no comment on the
issue.
Joe Bolin, PADD treasurer at
the time in question and recipient
along with Executive Director
Henry Hodges of a Feb. 12 letter
from Hubbard concerning financial transactions, was unavailable
for comment this morning.
PADD's committee on finance
is preparing answers to all Hubbard's questions. The report currently is in a rough draft and will
be presented to each board

member when completed.
After his address, Atkins asked
for questions and there were none.
"If there are no questions, let's
get back to doing business," he added.
In other business by the board,
an aging committee proposal to
allow senior citizen organizations
to apply for Title III B and C service funds directly from PADD
without going through West Kentucky Allied Services, also located
in Mayfield. The proposal was to
create more funds on the local
level by eliminating duplicated
administration of money.
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The safe at Owen's Food Market
was removed through the
grocery's front door sometime
last night.

Constantine Curris roils out the first ball in the new MSU bowlGUTTER BMW,=Murray State President
unsuccessful — both wiping the right hand gutter. His next ating lanes. His first two attempts were slightly
the gutter on his fourth try. Curris said Monday was the first
to
back
was
it
then
tempt did collect six pins, but
time in 16 years he has picked up a bowling ball.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Rt. 5. The vehicle was located in
the Kroger parking lot, 641 North,
police said.
The possessions of Henry were
later recovered and police report
that warrants are to be taken for
suspects.
Four hubcaps were stolen from
a car owned by Charles Tucker,
Rt. 1, Kirksey at approximately 8
p.m. last night. According to
police reports, the car was parked
at Max Churchill Funeral Home,
North 4th St.
Police report an investigation
into the alleged theft is continuing.
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Trophy case only needed item
for Murray State bowling lanes
By Jim Rector
After months of financial haggling and administrative push the
Murray State University bowling
lanes finally opened for business
Monday afternoon. But already
something is wrong.
According to University Center
Director Dave Kratzer an essential item was omitted in the bowling center's plans — a trophy
case.
So who needs a trophy case so
early? MSU,that's who.
Six MSU students, without a
central place to practice and having formed a team only a few months ago, travelled to Richmond,
Va., over the weekend and returned with the Association of College
Unions Region V individual and
team titles.
The first ball hadn't even been
thrown out by MSU President Dr.
Constantine Curris_ at the new
lanes, and already the Racers
were busy making a reputation of
excellence in the sport.

rain tonight
Patchy dense fog this morning, otherwise mild with occasional rain or drizzle today.
Highs in the mid 50s. Rain
Tuesday night with lows
around 50. Chance of rain
Wednesday. Highs in the low to
mid 50s.
Thursday through Saturday:
Little or no precipitation. Mild
with highs in the mid 40s to 50s
and lows mainly in the 30s.
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Soviet freighter sinks killing 15
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia (AP) —
A Soviet freighter sank in the
storm-tossed North Atlantic today, and rescue officials said
about 15 people drowned, 18 were
• -missing and four or five survivors
were picked ap.
The freighter sank 240 nautical
miles east of Newfoundland in an
area 65 miles east of where the
world's biggest oil rig capsized,
leaving 84 workers missing and
believed dead.
The 9,262-ton Soviet freighter,
Mekhanik Tarasov, went down as
two vessels tried for several hours
to assist the container ship when it
ran into trouble in heavy seas. Officials said 15 bodies were
recovered.
A spokesman for the Halifax
Search and Rescue center said
two life rafts had been spotted and
a third was missing.
"We don't know where it (the
• third raft) is...It could be on the
sunken ship," the spokesman
- said.
The Mekhanik Tarasov had
developed a 45-degree list overnight in 40 knot winds, heavy seas
and freezing spray.
The 2,500-ton Tolbachik, a

Soviet factory ship, and the 444ton trawler Sigurdfarid from the
Faroe Islands were on the scene
picking up bodies and searching
for more survivors.
A Canadian army Buffalo aircraft also was flying over the area
and a Canadian Coast Guard
vessel, the Sir Humphrey Gilbert,
was on the way.
The area is east of the drilling
site in the Hibernia field where the
storm's huge waves capsized the
$120 million oil rig Ocean Ranger
Monday morning.
Mobil Oil Canada Ltd., which
leased the Japanese-built rig from
a Louisiana company, said the
crew included 15 Americans, 52
Newfoundlanders, 16 men from
other parts of Canada and one
Briton. The company said the
names would not be announced
until the families were notified.
It was the second highest toll in
the history of offshore drilling, exceeded only by the loss of 123 men
in the capsizing of the rig AlexanderKielland in the North Sea on
March 27, 1980.
Only one body from the Ocean
Ranger crew was recovered.
Searching ships and aircraft

reported sighting three of the rig's
four lifeboats, with two bodies in
one of them, two of the 12 liferafts,
and bodies in red-and-orange survival suits and debris in the water.
But the 50-foot waves prevented
recovery of the other bodies, and
snow and low visibility hampered
the search.
The survival suits could have
kept the wearers alive for about
an hour in the frigid water that
otherwise would kill in minutes,
officials said.
The search planes returned to
St. John's for the night and were to
resume the hunt at dawn. But W.
0. Mason, president of Mobil
Canada, told a news conference:
"The Ocean Ranger is lost. I capnot hold out much hope for survivors."
The Boston Herald American
reported two former crew
members, Robert St. Aubins and
Terry Frame of St. Johns, told
safety drills were not taken
seriously aboard the rig and the
boats were never lowered.
-We had drills most Sundays,
but we just put on our life jackets,
went to the boats and stood around
for 10 minutes," said St. Aubins.
He said he quit the rig last Thursday.

•

MR. VALENTINE — Michael Howell of Sigma Pi was this year's selection for the Alpha Phi Mr. Valentine
Award. Howell (left) was honored at the Murray State-Southeastern Louisiana basketball game Monday
after raising the most money for the Alpha Phi charity. Besides presenting Howell with a trophy and gift certificate, Pam Abrams (right), Alpha Phi public relations officer, presented a check for $206.76 to Stuart
Poston (center) for use in the cardiac aid unit of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Poston is MCCH administrator.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Nancy Reagan hears drug declaration numerous.times
and love.
And when the microphone finally got to the president's wife, her
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. ( AP) voice choked.
— Only the names and faces of the
"My heart is filled with so many
troubled teen-agers varied. Their things," she told the teen-agers.
declarations before a huge au- "I am so proud of you and I love
dience that included a tearful you, too."
Nancy Reagan were always the
Tears welling in her eyes, she.
same: "I am a druggie."
turned to the parents:
For three hours Monday night,
"Being a parent myself, I know
the first lady sat in a hot
auditorium crowded with 300 how painful it must be for you.
drug-prone adolescents and 600 There's nothing as painful for a
anxious parents involved in a parent as having something haptreatment program called pen to their children and nothing
Straight Inc.
as hurtful."
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer

She listened to the songs they
sang enthusiastically. She heard
an unending litany of substances
they once used to "get high." And
she watched as a microphone was
passed from parent to parent,
some scolding their children for
setbacks, others offering praise

Then again to the youngsters:
"I wish you all the best of luck
and the most wonderful lives and I
know you will have it. I know
everything will be just fine."
Mrs. Reagan's two-day trip on
behalf of drug abuse prevention
was concluding today after a stop

in Dallas.
Monday night's program was an
unusual experience.
First, the children singing from
their seats in front of the
auditorium while their parents
waited outside; loud, loud
singing; a cappella; with hands
111PY.ing in................................. aA
"America" and "I'm On My
Way."
Next, the counselors would ask
what was the most outrageous
substance they had ever used
(roach killer); the most
outrageous place they found to
hide drugs (parents' Mattress);
-how many had introduced drugs to
children they babysat for (about
half); and so on.
Girls were pitted against the
boys. The competition was so
strong that one counselor finally
pleaded, "C'mon, girls. You can
top the guys." All 300 of the

children frantically waved their
hands high in the air for a chance
to reveal how outrageous they
once had been.
Then the parents were admitted.
Slowly and silently they filed in
one-by-one, filling all the seats in
one row Before
The true confessions began.
Children who were new to the
program stood up and recited the
substances they had used — pot,
acid, uppers, downers, on and on
— always ending with, "I am a
druggie."
Individually, they apologized
for how they had lied to their
families and stolen. They renounced their former "druggie"
friends. They set goals, usually a
desire to be more honest and open
with their feelings and to rebuild
their family relationships.

"I was a low-life daughter,"
confessed one girl, who under
Straight Inc. rules must remain
anonymous. "I feel real bad about
that. My long-term goal is to earn
the privilege to go home." She
began to cry.
A boy volunteered: "The friends
I had, they were druggies. They
weren't really friends."
Next, it was time for the
parents. Some said simply,"I love
you, Laura." The girl would shout
out in return,"Love you, Mom."
The children, in unison, would
chant,"Love you, Laura."
One father declared: -It seems
like a bad"dream." Another man
told his son, "I'm learning about
my feelings. We are more open at
home."
A mother told her daughter,
"For the first time in your life
you're happy." Another mother
said she was confused. Still

UAW presient thinks workers Space Shuttle inches toward launchingpad
may ratify contract With Ford
DETROIT (AP) — United Auto
' Workers President Douglas
• Fraser says there's a good chance
• Ford Motor Co. workers will ratify
a tentative contract designed to
•. cut labor costs and save thousands
ofjobs.
"If the committee is any reflection — and committees usually
-: are — I think the Ford workers
will look upon the agreement affirmatively," Fraser told a news
• conference Monday at the UAW
skilled trade conference.. in
Detroit.
•
The union's Ford bargaining
- • • committee unanimously endorsed
the 31-month contract settlement
on Saturday. On Sunday, the
agreement wan unanimous approval from the UAW's interna_•ional executive board. -• "I'm not going to take for
granted that the Ford agreement
will be automatically ratified,"
Fraser said. "When we reach a
tentative agreement, it's a matter
of honor that we go out and sell
that agreement, and we'll do
that."
The tentative 31-month pact in-___•cludes a freeze in wages and cost'of-living allowances, plus elimina-

CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
— The space shuttle Columbia
began inching along a 31
/
2-mile
journey to its launch pad early today as officials scanned the skies
for signs of rain or lightning.

Officials moved up the'rollout
time by almost 40 minutes
because of the possibility of a
,storm front reaching Kennedy
Space Center before the shuttle
was fastened securely to the
launch pad where it is to make its
third voyage into space on March
22 with astronauts Jack Lousma
and Gordon Fullerton aboard.
Skies over Cape Canaveral were
clear before dawn today when the
rollout began, but there was fear
of rain and lightning during Columbia's slow journey.

another was -really mad because
I-have given, given, given. I am in
this program to stay."
And so it went. The audience
seemefi spellbound. With the least
bit of encouragement, they would
jump to their feet and applaud
loudly.
_For Many children, the program takes a full year. The first 30
or 40 days are spent away from
home with a foster family that has
a child who is nearly finished with
the program. For the remainder
of the • time, the child returns
home.
"
Program officials say 50 percent of their participants are drug
free one year later, 25 perc
"have problems" and return for a refresher course, and 25 percent
go back t,o drugs.
The piwbgram costs parents between $1,000 and $2,500. It gets'no
government funds.
•

Hampton faces
additional charges

"We can take the rain if we have
to, but we can't have lightning,"
Additional charges have been
said Mark Hess, a Kennedy Space
tion of eight. paid personal
Center spokesman. "Once it gets filed against Ronald M. Hampton,
holidays in exchange for proviCourts, according
to the pad, it's OK, There's lightn- 42, MSU College
sions of job security, guaranteed
to a Murray Police Department
ing protection there."
income for laid-off senior workers
The 184-foot-tall "stack" of the spokesman. The latest charges
and profit sharing.
in the first
Under the glare of floodlights
orbiter, its mustard-colored exter- are two counts sodomy
The union's membership at and perched aboard a steel
A
felony,
and four
degree,
Class
nal fuel tank and twin rocket
Ford will vote on the agreement if crawler the size of a baseball incounts
sexual
abuse
in
the first
the
boosters went out the door of
the union's 225-member Ford field, the shuttle began moving
degree,
Class
D
felony,
the
huge VAB at 4:50 a.m. EST.
council either approves the pact from the Vehicle Assembly
spokesman
said.
The shuttle and its launch plator makes no recommendation at a Building at 4:21 a.m. EST for the
Hampton was arrested by Murform, weighing more than 11.8
meeting Wednesday in Chicago.
Police at approximately 10:30
ray
four-to five-hour trip to Launch
million pounds, moved at less than
If the council votes against the Complex 39.
p.m. Monday night and lodged in
1 mph toward the launch site.
pact, a rank-and-file vote, which is
"It's takes a while to move those Calloway County Jail under a
expected to take about two weeks,
— they're not light," Hess $50,000 cash bond, police records
things
is considered unlikely.
indicate.
.
said. • - _
Fraser also said Monday he has
Assistant Calloway County AtOfficials said they hoped to
not ruled out the possibility of
torney
Joseph Bolin said these
make all connections of the shuttle
resuming emergency contract
and its mobile launcher platform charges are related to incidents
talks with General Motors Corp.,
boy.
to the launch pad about eight allegedly with a 10-year-old
but added the chances of that were
WednesHampton
was
jailed
hours after rollout began.
"certainly a lot less than 50-50."
Lousma and Fullerton awaited day, Feb. 10, following arrest on
Mrs. Burns responded.
_AILANTA4APL ---,Milkers of_
Negotiations on possible conces"HejWilliams wanted them to the placement of the shuttIeAsAtt- charges of sexual abuse in the sesions at Ford and GM began amid three black teen-agers wino pracmake it in singing; he wanted launch pad, where they will cond degree, Class A misdethe longest industry slump in a -deed - milk with - Wayne B.
them to be a famous group of rehearse countdown proceedures meanor, and sodomy in the second
Williams say they never feared
half-century.
degree, Class C felony. He had
for 33 hours this week.
singers."
Five U.S. automakers announc- when their sons were alone with
Mrs. Flemister and Mrs. Burns
Once at the pad, the Columbia been released Friday, Feb. 12,
ed Monday that car sales for the him and still wouldn't be afraid
said
rest on the platform so it under a $15,000 surety bond.
they
never
heard
Williams
will
first 10 days of February were even though Williams is charged
make derogatory remarks about "touches metal to metal," Hess
down 7 percent from the period a with killing two young blacks.
blacks
or poor people.
said. A rotating platform will
The
three
mothers
testified
as
year ago. The daily sales rate of
On
one
occasion,
Mrs.
Flemister
move around the spacecraft so
15,371 was the lowest since the defense witnesses at Williams'
said, Williams brought a teen- technicians can link fuel, eleciifonday
before
the
aspiring
same period in 1961, when the rate
ager to her house and asked her trical and communications lines
A dutch breakfast has been set
talent promoter became ill and
was 13,187.
son
to
tans
with
nun
because
the
ground.
from
the
Columbia
to
the
for
Saturday, Feb. 20, at 9 a.m. at
*had -to leave the courtroom, forcyouth had been threatening to
The hookups will continue until Holiday Inn for interested persons
ing an early recess in the procommit suicide. She said the boy Thursday, when Lousma and to discuss the needs of Calloway
ceedings.
lived in a foster home and thought Fullerton will begin the simulated County with state legislators.
Court personnel said Williams
cared about him."
"nobody
launch, Hess said.
Sponsored by Calloway County
was treated earlier Monday at a
Democratic Executive Commitlocal hospital for an intestinal
tee, the get-acquainted breakfast
virus and was expected to return
is open to the public. Sen. Greg
today.
to
court
Higdon said studies to deterHigdon and Rep. Freed Curd are
The 23-year-old black man is
mine the need for funds should be
scheduled to be present along with
charged
with
murdering
used. Determination should be
other area legislators who may atdone in a logical manner without Nathaniel Cater, 27, and Jimmy
tend, according to Z. C. Enix,
Ray
Payne,
21,
two
of
28
young
causing damages to industries incommittee chairman.
The Murray-Calloway County and Counseling."
volved. He agreed people are tax- blacks whose slaying during a 22E nix said the breakfast will also
March 25 — "Ethical and Legal
Hospice Program will begin
ed to the limit. However, he felt no month period were investigated
enable those in attendance to
Issues."
another
training
by
special
police
course
task
force.
for
major revenue-related issues will
The course is being offered in
listen to legislators' views on
volunteers on Thursday,
No arrests have been made in
be addressed by legislators until a
issues and participate in a quescooperation with the Murray State
February
18.
The
but
prosix
sessions
the
killings,
will
26
other
special session called by Gov.
tion and answer period.
be two hours in length and will University Office of Continuing
secutors have introduced
John Y. Brown.
Education
and
the
Kentucky
begin
at
7
p.m.
in
in
an
the
evidence
in
slayings
10
other
hospital's
Curd was concerned coal taxes
Board of Nursing. Nurses will be
education unit on the 3rd floor.
may get so high it may have a dif- effort to show a pattern of
granted
1.2 continuing education
The
first
of
six
educational
sesficult time in the export market. murders that includes the deaths
The Murray Ledger & Times
units upon its completion.
sions
to
be
of
offered
in
the
12-hour
Cater
and
Payne.
He added he supported taxation of
I USPS 300-7001
There
is
no
charge
for
the
course,
The mothers, I.ula Burns,
which is required for all
minerals in the ground because
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
course, although there is a $4.00
Hospice
volunteers,
except Sundays. July 4,
Shirley
and
Carla
deals
with
afternoon
Flemister,
every
many landowners are out-of-state
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Howard, were among 13 witnesses "The Hospice Concept." The re- charge for materials provided
residents.
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
maining five training sessions and during the classes.
called Monday to dispute prosecuInc , 106 N Ith, Murray, Ky 42071 Second
Land use
Postage Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
Anyone
Class
wishing
to
participate in
the dates they have been schedulHigdon said land preservation tion claims that Williams is a
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In ....s served
the
program
as
a
volunteer
lay
ed
are:
poor
hated
who
by carriers, $3 50 per month, payable an adshould be placed in the public's homosexual
vance By mail in Calloway County and to
February 25 -- "The Perception should contact Mrs. Sickel at the
hands because several state of- blacks and has failed in the music
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far,
hospital without delay and comof Death."
mington. Ky . and Paris. Buchanan and
ficials are not familiar with how to business.
March 4
"Grief, Bereave- plete the required application
Puryear, Tn . $24 50 per year By mail to
Defense attorney Mary
run farms.
other destinations $31 SO per year
form. More information may be
ment and Body Image."
Curd said he wanted farm Welcome asked Mrs. Burns if she
To reach all departments of the newspaper
March 11
was fearful about her son's par"Management of obtained by calling the MCCH
phone 7534916
ownership to stay in the state.
Hospice
office
at
753-5131
ex(502)
Pain and Nursing."
Clapp said preservation of land ticipation in Gemini, the singing
March 18 - -Communication tension 132.
group Williams promoted.
was one of his main (•oncerns.

.,‘
ore Williams'trial
continues in Atlanta

Democrats plan
dutch breakfast

Legislators...
(Continued From Page One)
• area used to be spend all available
dollars this year so more would be
• - allocated next year. Under President Reagan, states will have
--- • more powers to revise prOgrams
and be sure areas are funded properly, he added.
The Wingo representative said
, laws have great intent but are
• -poorly drawn. He felt the best cont• rol could come through local
— agencies which also could save
money by eliminating administrators at the state level.
Concerning rest homes, Clapp
said rigid fines should be placed
against those in violation. If violations continue, the poor rest
homes will be forced out of
business, he added.
Revenue
Clapp said elimination of all exemptions would create all the
money needed by state government. 11(• added taxes are not the
answer because peopl‘ Cannot afford mon. burdens.

Hospice program plans
to begin training course
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Doublespeak
deserves note
It wouldn't be fitting to allow the 10th anniversary
af the OOrnmittee on Doublespeak to go by without
mention. The committee, created by the National
Council of Teachers of English, annually gives a
Doublespeak Award to that person who most abuses
the English lafiguage for some political purpose.
The most recent award went to Secretary of State
Alexander Haig for suggesting in congressional
testimony last year that three American nuns who
had been raped and murdered in El Salvador might
have angered their killers by running a roadblock.
Haig's winning statement included the following:
"And this could have been at a very low level of
competence and motivation in the context of the
issue itself. But the facts on this are not clear
enough for anyone to draw a definite conclusion."
Other awards have gone to the nuclear power industry for "a whole lexicon of jargon and
euphamism," and to an economist who testified
that "it is a tricky problem to find the particular
calibration the timing that would be appropriate to
stem the acceleration in risk premiums created by
falling incomes without prematurely aborting the
decline in the inflation-generated risk premiums."
The committee's patron said, of course, is George
Orwell, the writer who was so deeply concerned
about the relationship between the corruptions of
politics and the corruptions of speech and who
pointed out how much totalitarianism depends on
the abuse of language. The committee is at work on
a book to be published (of course) in 1984 that
measures Orwell's predictions about the proliferation of such abuses against today's "public
language." It could be a fat volume.
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento

Bee)

Indentured servitude
continues in America
Indentured servitude is supposed to have been
abolished in the last century. But no. The country,
not to say the world, is shocked to learn that . •
peonage thrives today in the opulence of Beverly Hills, where 26-hapless Indonesians were found to
be little more than enslaved servants. The
southeast Asians were brought to this country by a
broker, who paid their air fares and then "sold"
them to rich Southern Californians as domestics.
Deprived of their passports and documents, the
Indonesians were relatively helpless against exploitation. They were being forced to work long
hours for a pittance. Fortunately, the Immigration
and Naturalization Service has come to the rescue;
prosecutors are taking their cases to a federal
grand jury.
The case of Indonesian peonage is an oft-told tale.
The wealth and opportunity of this country exercist----'
a compelling attraction for the poor of other lands
who become easy prey to grasping employers and
labor contractors.
Such exploitation is intolerable. And enforceaservitude is in no way mitigated by the complicity of
the Indonesians in immigration fraud to enter this
country.
Even a little bit of servitude can keep the United
States from being the land of the free.

_
business mirror

NEW YORK (AP) — Desperate for a new source
of financing, the housing industry is looking closely
at private pension funds, those huge and growing
bundles of cash that generally go to finance
everything else.
The match would seem to be a natural, since pension funds are Will up by ordinary working
Americans, the kind of people who haven't been
able to afford a new home during the past three years or so.
If such funds could be invested to provide funding
for mortgages now, as well as retirement later, it
would seem to be one of those rare instances when
the ordinary citizen gets double value for his dollar.
It may not be that easy though. The National
Association of Home Builders feels that new laws
are needed before the funds can be used to any
great extent in housing. ERISA, it says, appears to
be in the way.
Stuart Lewis, NAHB counsel, has testified before
Congress that ERISA, or Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, prohibits financial transactions between "related parties."
The restriction was written into law to prevent
the abuse of pension funds, he told Congress. But,
he argues, the effect is to deny the funds, which he
estimtes at about $700 billion, from investing in a
market where favorable commercial standards and
interest rates exist.
Recent efforts to allow pension funds to invest in
mortgages, Lewis says, have proved "unworkable," which is one reason why the NAHB endorses a bill filed by Sen. Orren Hatch, R-Utah,to
clear the way.
That bill, he said, "recognizes that mortgage investment is a stable, high yeilding, long term investment which has consistencly produced better
earnings than comparable fixed-rate securities..."
But not everyone agrees wth Lewis. Stan Ross, a
partner of Kenneth Leventhal 8L Co., a certified
public accounting firm, told builders at the January
annual meeting of the NAHB "we don't need
legislation."
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

It's hard to tell who got clipped;
our representative or his barber
When our state representative,
Freed Curd, comes home for a break
in the General Assembly proceedings, apparently he thinks of little else other than the business of the
legislature while he's in town.
This was evidenced the other day
when he got up from Paul
Mansfield's West Side Barber Shop
chair and simply walked out without
paying Paul for cutting his hair.
Now, Paul is well known
hereabouts as a prankster, and he
thought this would be a good chance
to "get one" on Freed. They both are
in the Murray Lions Club — Paul being the current president and Freed a
faithful member when he's in town.
It just so happened that David Profit, a young man who is engaged to
Paul's daughter, Dana, Was in the
shop at the time, and turning to him,
Paul asked, "Did you see that? Why,
that fellow left here without paVng
me for his haircut!"
"He did!" exclaimed young Profit,
jumping up and going to the front
door as Freed was driving off. "Do
you want me to go after him?"
"Aw, I know who he is all right. I'll
just call the police and have them
pick him up," Paul replied with an
impish grin.
•••
Picking up the telephone which
hangs at his elbow, he dialed the
police station and asked to speak to
Capt. Tommy Phillips, whom he

knows quj,t well, and told him what
had happe d.
"Now, w can't have anything like
that going on in Murray," Phillips
said. "We'l 'List go out to his house
and pick him up."
Minutes later, a city police cruiser
was in Freed's driveway out on
Sycamore just west of South 16th, its
blue lights flashing, and, I know,
every neighbor within a hundred
yards standing at a window or door
wondering what in the world was going on.
Phillips didn't even go up and
knock on the door. He called Freed
outside with his car's loud speaker
system.
"What's going on? What's wrong?"
a surprised and somewhat excited
Freed exclaimed, rushing up to the
police car.
"Mr. Curd," the police captain
said, -we have a report that you left
a place of business here in Murray
this afternoon without paying your
bill. Is that true?"
"Why. I never done no such a
thing!" Freed exclaimed, his mind
racing trying to remember where all
he had been that afternoon. "I would
never do anything like that! Why, of
course not!"
"Mr. Curd, did you get a haircut
this afternoon at the West End
Barber Shop?" Phillips asked then.
A look of rememberance and
almost disbelief came across Freed's

face. He hesitated for a moment and
then said,"Why,that little so-and-so!
I'll get him for this!"
Within minutes, he was back at the
barber shop and repeated that "why,
you little so-and-so" as he walked in
and sheepishly paid Paul for the haircut.
"I had rather anybody in town
have something on me than Paul
Mansfield," he said later, laughing
about the incident and his absentmindedness.
•••
One recent Sunday morning, Gene
Tarry, who is a retired U. S. tobacco
grader and who lives out on Kentucky Lake at Panorama Shores, was
having his usual pre-Sunday School
cup of coffee with his friends Jimmy
Smith and Graham Feltner at the
Holiday Inn.
When they were ready to leave,
Gene discovered that some prankster
had stuffed his topcoat into the
Paducah Sun cion-operated
newspaper dispenser just of the lobby and closed the door.
In order to retrieve his coat, he had
to buy a copy of the paper's Sunday
edition, the highest priced one of the
week.
•••
Add to your list of look-alikes:
Assistant Murray State basketball
coach Mike Dill and Notre Dame's
head basketball coach, Digger
Phelps . . .Also, local milkman Bill
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McKeel and Ray Malavasi, head
coach of the professional football Los
Angeles Rams
•••
If you haven't already seen the
amazing film, "Joni," at the Cheri
III theater, let me encourage you to
do so — and to take a friend with you.
It is one of the most heartrendering (at times) and courageous
films I have ever seen. Paralyzed
from the neck down after a 1967
Cheaspeake Bay diving accident,
pretty and young Joni Eareckson
painfully and bravely plays herself in
the film with exception of two brief
segments. It runs through Thursday
of this week.
Her struggle back is both
frustrating and traumatic until she
turns her life and her future over to
God in soul-searching prayer.
Since then she has gone on to write
a best-selling book about the experience. She has become a
nationally-known greeting card artist, painting by holding the brushes
clamped tightly between her teeth.
She has recently released an album
of songs praising God, and she appears regularly as a speaker at huge
gatherings such as the Billy Graham
crusades.
I don't care what church you
belong to, you can't help but he moved by this young lady, her testimony
and her performance in the film.
That I'll guarantee.

Looking back
Ten years ago
Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks had been named chairman of 1972 Easter Seal
Campaign for Calloway County.
Clarissa Lee, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Lee, had been chosen
DECA Sweetheart of Murray High
School Chapter of Distributive
Education Clubs of America at a banquet at Baptist Student Center.
Marilyn Dora was first runnerup and
Vicki Brandon was second runnerup.
Twenty years ago
Murray Management Club,formed
from management of Murray
Manufacturing Co.., had installed
runway lights at Kyle Field. Lights
had been purchased by MurrayCalloway County Airport Board and
Murray Management Club.
The Rev. Walter Michke,Sr., spoke
about Latin America at meeting of
Murray Rotary Club.
Thirty years ago
Pictured in front of Bank of Murray were Tremon 1361e, president,
and George Hart executive vice
president. The bank was observing
its 19th birthday this week.
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Tennessee Tech
85 to 67 in a basketball game at Carr
Health-Building. Bennie Purcell was
high point man for Murray with 29
points.
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mulligan's stew

by hugh a. mulligan

NEW HAVEN, Conn. 1AP) — If
A few semesters back, Jim Yent,
Frank Merriwell, Yale's fabulous ficcaptain of the basketball team,
tional superstar, came back to his
defected from athletics to blend his
alma mater for a series of spinoffs,
powerful basso with the Whiffenpoofs
he would head straight for the tables
and get in on the good life of concerts
down at Mory's and snub the locker
at posh resorts recitals in far away
room at the Athletic Department.
places and record albums.
BMOC's, Big Men on Campus,
He was merely carrying on a
carry a pitchpipe and a song book at
venerable Yale tradition of music
Old Eli these days, not a vuldle_ over muscle.
pigskin or baseball bat.
A little over half a century ago,
Gentlemen songsters off on a spree
Whiffenpoof Lancelot Patrick Ross
still sing for their supper on Monday
(Class of '28), track star, tenor
soloist and national A AU 300-yard
nights in the place where I.ouie
dwelled, passing around the tradichampion, passed up the Amsterdam
tional green cup of fire water providOlympics to tour Europe with the
Glee Club. After graduating from
ed by the management and baa-baabaaing those crocodile tears in the
Columbia Law School, he made his
name as Lanny Ross, tenor star of
last bar of the Whiffenpoof song. But
stage and radio. I slill see Mr. Ross,
there's a snide rumor going around
New Haven that they arrive at
handsome and robust at 73;- from
time to time at the Dutch Treat Club
Morys, the a;umni-owned beanery, in
in Manhattan, and lie has no regrets
chauffeur-driven Rolls-Royces direct
about having passed up a chance at
from the yacht club.

Olympic gold for the golden days of
yodeling for old Yale.
Given the standards of purity in
Ivy League athletics, the most a
prime specimen of sinew and gristle
can expect for his sweat and bruises
are a couple of medium rare rib-eyes
o day and free tutorials in long division.
The Whiffenpoofs can offer the
world, andousually deliver with tours
that take the 14-man singing group to
the most elegant spas around the
globe. When it's snowing in New
Haven, the Whiffs are usually harmonizing in Bermuda or Sun Valley.
Cole Porter (Class of '13) was a
Whiffenpoof, so was law professor
and actor Monty Wooley and former
U.S. Sen. Prescott Bush (17), father
of the current U.S. vice president.
Composer Charles Ives (Class of '92
added luster to Yale's musical
heritage.
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Stout-Tutt wedding vows solemnized
Julie Carol Stout and
James A. Tutt, Jr., were
married Saturday, Jan.
16, at 2:30 p.m. at First
Baptist Church,
Frankfort. The Rev. Ron
Young of Carrollton performed the ceremony.
Nuptial music was
presented by I.inda
McKinley, organist, Sandra Porter, pianist, and
Karen Moore,soloist.
Parents of the couple
are Dr. and Mrs. Carl M.
Stout, Jr., and Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Tutt, all of
Frankfort. The bride is
the granddaughter of
Juliet Wallis of Murray.
Chris Stout, sister of
the bride, was maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were
Kim Grigsby and Beth
Tett, both sisters of the
groom, Angela Thompson
and Virginia Hopper.
Katie Stout, sister of the
bride, was flower girl.
nest man was Chip
Fick. Ushers were Steve
Hipdrix, Lexington, Stan
Sdlchi, Sam Boden, Mark
Vaughn, and Morris
Stout, all of Frankfort.
The latter is a brother of
thd bride.
A reception followed at
the Orlando Brown
Hapse,Frankfort.
The groom's aunt, Mrs.
Robert Harrod, made and
served the wedding cake.

CHM@
7:30 Nitel

Best Actor
Best Actress
Best Supporting Actor
Best Supporting Actress
Best Director
Best Supporting Actor
Best Onginal Screenplay
Best Cinematography
Best Editing
Be3I Costume Design
Best Art Direction
Best Sound
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Special workshop planned
"Involving Disadvantaged/Handicapped
Students in FHA-HERO Organizations will be
workshop for pre-service/in-service teachers and
FHA-HERO officers Monday, Feb. 22, from 1 to 4
p.m. at University Student Center, Murray State
University. The workshop, sponsored by Department of Home Economics, will be coordinated by
Judy Payne, MSU home economics teachereducator.
Workshop leaders will be Lucille Frick Mallory,
professor of Home Economics Education, Purdue
University, West Lafayette,Ind.,and Dr. Glen Hendren, director of Rehabilitation at MSU. While the
workshop is designed primarily for pre-service/inservice home economics teachers and FHA-HERO
officers in regions I, H and III, other teachers and
interested persons may participate. Continuing
education units (CEU's) may be earned by attending workshop. For information call 762-3384.

Bohannon serving at base
Staff Sgt. Robert L. Bohannon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Bohannon, Rt. 5, Benton, has arrived for duty at Holloman Air Force Base, N. M. A
training technician with the 6585th Test Group, he
previously was assigned dt RAF Lakenheath,
England.
Bohannon is a 1972 graduate of John Marshall
High School, Cleveland. His wife, Vickie, is
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Scipie, Rt. 4, De Kalb,
Miss.

Home Deportment to meet

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Tull,Jr.
she received a degree in"
secretarial administration. She currently is
employed with Morgan
and Pottinger Law Firm,
Louisville.
The groom is a 1981
graduate of University of
Kentucky where he
received a Bachelor of
Science degree in
business and economics.
He currently is employed
with Liberty National
Bank of Louisville.
Parents of the groom

Jane. White
- - kept—the
register.
Also assisting in serving were Mrs. John
Greer, Mrs. Tom Brennan, Mrs. Bob Still, Mrs.
Carl Smoak, Mrs. Bill
Robbins, Mrs. Dale Parrish and Becky Robbins.
Following a wedding
trip to Nassau and Orlando, Fla., the couple will
reside at Louisville.
The bride is a 1981
graduate of Lexington
Technical Institute where

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS
BEST PICTURE

datebook

__Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will
hosted a rehearsal dinner meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at club house. "Federal
at Holly Hill Inn, Mid- Budget Cutting and the Needs of Need Line" will be
discussed by Betty Boston.
way.
Hostesses will be Marelle Farless, Dorothy JennBridal events honoring
the bride included a ings, Lottie Gibson and Margaret Taylor.
household shower by
Mrs. William Robbins
and Mrs. Walter Boone; a
household shower by EmPurchase Players, Inc. will present a three-act
ma Jean Harrod and comedy, "You Can't Take It With You," at
Grace Riley; a bridal lun- Mayfield Middle School. Performances will be at 8
cheon by groom's p.m. Friday and Saturday, Feb. 19 and 20, and Sunmother; a pantry shower day, Feb. 21, at 2 p.m. Tickets at $5 each for adults
by Mrs. Rodney Reese, and $3.50 each for senior citizens may be purchased
Rhenda Mills and Sue beginning Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
lobby of First National Bank.
Eisiminger.

Play will open Friday

Grams and calories differ
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
bEA1 DR. LAMB — In
one of your columns you
referred to luncheon meats
and sausages as dietary disasters and said that hot dogs
and bologna were 75 percent
fat. You are wrong. Don't
you know that bologna ahd
hot dogs are less than 30
percent fat? That is the law
and it is strictly enforced by
the Department of Agriculture.
DEAR READER — The
30 percent figure is related
to the percent of fat in
grams, not the percent of
total calories. The truth is
that the U.S. Department of
Agriculture figures show the
"all samples" category of
frankfurters and bologna
contain 80 percent of their
calories as fat.
You can't very well cut
out the fat in processed
meats. If you have a piece of
raw meat you can trim
away the excess visible fat.
I'd like to see you do that
with hot dogs, bologna, sausage or processed cheese.
Your letter does point up
a problem in labeling foods.
In my column that you
reacted to I did include in
most instances the percent

of total calories as fat and
the percent of weight in
grams as fat. People need to
know how many calories
(not just grams) in any food
product are from carbohydrate, fat and protein. They
need to know what percentage of the total calories are
fat, protein and carbohydrate.
Merely stating how many
grams of each are in a product is unsatisfactory. As you
know, there are about four
calories in each gram of carbohydrate and protein but a
whopping nine calories in
each gram of fat.
One of the problems inherent in labels or figures that
use grams of fat is exemplified by hot dogs. According
to the USDA, more than 55
percent of the weight of
frankfurters is water.
That only leaves 45 percent of the total grams to be
divided into fat, protein and
carbohydrate. Considering
that 45 percent, if 25 to 30
percent of the total weight is
fat it is clear why as much
as BO percent of the total
calories are really fat. In my
book any food with that high
a percentage of its calories

as fat is a high fat food_
This problem is not limited to meats. A number of
baked products and desserts,
including cakes and breakfast rolls contain a high percent of their calories as fat,
but you can't see it as you
can see fat on plain meat.
In terms of nutrition
many physicians often want
their patients (O.-consume
less than 35 percent of their
total calories as fat. When
foods are labeled in terms of
grams of fat it is very misleading to the average
consumer. Moderate fat
restriction is important in
weight control and in diets
designed to help control
blood cholesterol to prevent
heart attacks and strokes.
Does that mean you cant
eat frankfurters or bologna?
No. It means that when you
eat foods that contain a high
percentage of their calories
as fat you need to plan the
rest of the diet with foods
that are very low in fat, such
as fresh fruits and vegetables to balance the total and
avoid an excess percentage
of your total calories as fat.

Directing the play will be Mike Wahling, Murray
State University, who will be assisted by Millie
Green, MaYfield. Carole Dowdy, ticket chairman,
said performers for this production are from
Mayfield, Fulton and Murray. For information call
1-247-6080.

'Spring Fling'scheduled
"Spring Fling" will be sponsored by Student
Council for Exceptional Children of Murray State
University on Friday, Feb. 26, from 3 to 9 p.m. at
West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Proceeds will be used for projects of the council, according to Natalie Garibay,chairman.
Various organizations, persons, and clubs will
have booths at the event. Other activities will include a mud pillow fight with winner to receive $50,
games and pony rides. No admission will be charged.
••

Murray students elected
Murray students have been elected as officers of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at Murray State University. They include Sherry Crawford, recording
secretary, Susie Imes, fraternity education, and
Julie Peebles, social chairman.

Murrayan will be speaker
Mrs. L. J. Hortin of Murray will be one of the
featured speakers at annual George Washington
Birthday luncheon of Paducah Chapter of
Daughters of American Revolution Saturday, Feb.
20, at Ritz Hotel there. William Byrd, Paducah attorney, also will speak.
The Murray woman will speak about "Martha
Washington, The First Lady." Byrd's subject will
be "George Washington, The Statesman."

Fulton Kendall Hart born
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Hart, 1005 Main St., are the
parents of a son, Fulton Kendall Hart, weighing
seven pounds two ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born Wednesday, Jan. 27, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Leah
Fulton, is a counselor with Bureau of Rehabilitation
Services. The father is employed by Murray
Lumber Co.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James Hart, Jr.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fulton, Murray. Greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Murray,
and Mrs. Jimmy Hart, Dyersburg, Tenn.

Grandma fears she might
have child at age of50
DEAR ABBY: I read in
the newspaper that a 50year-old grandmother of
eight just gave birth to
twin boys in Michigan.
I'm sure it wasn't planned, and now I'm worried
because I'm also 50 and a
grandmother, and if it
could happen to her it
could happen to me.
Abby, I have a fairly
active sex life and I
thought my childbearing
years were over, but how
can I be sure? I haven't
used any birth control for
the last five years. I
thought I didn't have to.
At what age is a woman
safe?
NERVOUS IN
NEVADA
DEAR NERVOUS:
Don't go by age. Ask your
gynecologist and take no
chances. Medical records
show that a baby was
born to a woman in her
54th year. And biblical
history (Genesis 21)
reveals that Abraham's
wife, Sarah, laughed

Alpha Gamma Rho

when she learned 'that at ward, the football "nuts"
age 90 she was pregnant, can see the entire game
which today would be no together.
WINNIE IN S.F.
laughing matter.
•••
DEAR WINNIE: It
DEAR ABBY: You wouldn't work. Football
recently published a let- "nuts" aren't content to
ter from a hOusewife wait until after the game By Abigail Van Buren
complaining because is over to watch it on
they had guests for tape. They prefer the ex- the other one died first.
Thanksgiving and her citement of "seeing" My husband said if I died
husband spent the day history while it's being first, he would never
marry again. Then I said
watching football, which made.
•• *
if he died first I wouldn't
spoiled their ThanksgivDEAR ABBY: -Fed Up marry again either.
ing dinner. You advised
her to ask him either to With Football" gets no That's when he got a
sacrifice his football wat- sympathy from me. So piece of paper and a pen
ching or to refrain from her man watches football and asked me to put it in
inviting guests on a holi- all weekend — so what? writing!
At first I thought he
She's lucky. He's there,
day.
Why didn't you get with she's there, and he's all was kidding, but he was
the times and advise that hers. What more could serious, so I put it in
writing and signed it.
poor woman and she ask for?
And a little lovin' at
We're not old, Abby.
thousands of football
widows like her that life halftime helps even the He's 43 and I'm 42. What I
would be a lot less com- score and makes the want to know is this: Can
he hold me to it?
plicated if she or her hus- afternoon more fun!
WONDERING
PALM.IN SEATTLE
band would simply buy a
••••
DEAR WONDERING:
videotape recorder and
DEAR ABBY: My hus- After he's dead, he can't
record the (stupid) game
while the entire family band and I were talking "hold you"to anything.
•••
enjoys a lovely meal about what we would do if
together? Then afterSliced apples for salads or fruit compotes should
be dipped in lemon juice or a weak salt solution to
prevent browning.

3rd Annuod

AWORIJIIIDEFICIVIESIBLASE

Indoor Sanctioned
•••

4 WHEEL DRIVE
TRUCK PULL

STARRING

JONI EARECKSON

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 6:30 P.M.
Weigh-In Begins At 2:30 P.M.
TO BE HELD AT
WEST KENTUCKY LIVESTOCK SHOW AND EXPOSITION CENTER
One Mile West Of Murray On Collage Fenn Road

Now Showing
Ends Thur.

.•••

ENTRY FEE SS PER CLASS
MUST BE MEMBER OF TRI-STATE TRUCK
CLASSES
PULLERS ASSOCIATION TO COMPETE
ALL PULLERS MUST COMPLY WITH 1912 TRI-STATE RULES
4500 lb. Modified
5800 lb. Super Stock
5800 lb. Modified
SPECIAL
6200 lb. Super Stock
6000 Stock
6200 lb. Modified
WILL PUU. 1ST
PRIZE MONEY EQUAL TO
FOR LOCAL TRUCK
1982 TRI-STATE REQUIREMENTS
1 2 ENTRY FEE FOR 3 PLACES
PRIZE MONEY IS /

PAGIT'IWPS
• 2piecesof fish fillet
creamy coie slaw crisp french fries
2Southern-style hush puppies

TO ORDER TICKETS —SEND SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE TO
Alpha Gamma Rho
TRUCK PULL TICKETS
1807 Coldwater Rd.
merrey, kentecky 41071

Tickets At Gate
Gres" Rates
Children 6-12 irt Gate
Children Under 6 Free

=I

IS HERSELF
motor/JAMES F. COWER mu ON nutsl MAC axe ar mum smilt4

Italian Spaghetti
Special
THE BEAST
WITHIN(PG)
Graphic Horror!!

)nl•

$1"

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40 F or(,

$5.00
$4.00
S 1.50

Sp(( iil I or klik
I tf•t 16.111 1, I
()ilk

IF,

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT TRUCK PULL COMMITTEE
502-753-9117 or 502-753-2943

You Cant Eat This Gcod At Horns Fa, This Prict,

--

.:•••••iimaa...yearstot

BEST
•

COP

T....
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Gossan, Guthrie have highest sales
A sales promotion of
1981-82 to raise funds for
activities recently was
conducted by
Distributive Education
Clubs of America
DECA).
Directing the sale was
Marketing and
Distributive Education
Class of Murray Area
Vocational School.
Used for the sale was a
Tom Watts sales kit consisting of a variety of
budget items with highest
price being $3.50. This
was second year for the
DECA Club to use this kit.
The club set an all time

sales record high of
$10,600. The previous
record was $5,200.
Two class members,
Shay Guthrie and Sandra
Gossan, achieved over

for class, said along with
valuable sales experience
and profits for many
community projects, the
students also received
over $2,500 in cash,
prizes, certificates and
trophies.
The club celebrated the
sales promotion with a
western style pizza party
at Pagliai's.
The Marketing and
Distributive Education
Class consists of retailing
students majoring in
either apparel and accessories, general merchandising, food service
or food marketing.

$1,000 each in sales.
Members of top sales
team consisted of Barbara Futrell, Gossan and
Nicky McKinney.
Don Darden, instructor

Shay Guthrie

Sandra Gossan

FREE DELIVERY *EASY TERMS

i5-_
:
- E14.
s -r4
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS
This is only a partial list. Many other items not advertised!

LARGE
PICTURESLg
ACCESSORIES

Volunteer association to be formed
more difficult to meet
needs of those in.the community. These cutbacks
affected homemaker services to elderly and
disabled and transportation to medical facilities.

bound individuals or help
with basic needs, Armstrong added.
The amount of time involved for the volunteer
will be based on the time
one desires to contribute.
Churches and organizaAlso there continues a
in the community
tions
need for individuals or
groups to volunteer their are being contacted
time to visit with home- regarding this program.
'•

Community calendar

Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m.
at lodge hall.
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Music Department of
Murray Womant Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house. Chorus will
practice at 6:30 p.m.
- Chapel United
Martin's
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m.
Retirees of Local 1068
(UAW) will not meet
tonight.
Wednes-day,Feb. 17
Wadesboro
Homemakers Club will
meet at 10:30 a.m. at
home of Gladys Mitchell.

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Citizens.
Thursday,Feb. 18
Hospice Volunteer
Training session will
start at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
• .--Dancercise class will
be at 6 p.m. and ritual
practice will be at 7 p.m.
by Murray Women of
Moose at lodge hall.

•
•
•
•

•

DUE TO THE UNPRECIDENTED BITTER
COLD WAVE,SC) MANY OF YOU COULD
NOT GET INTO OUR STORE,
THEREFORE MANY OF

yEs
PEG
699
TO
i099
YL)

WOOLENS
BROADCLOTH
•

REG.
299

QUILTED FABRICS
MAN MADE

REG.
5.99 TO
14.99

FUR

KNITTED SUEDE
GABARDINE

YD.
$1 99

ALL POLY
REG 449

$199
0190
$

REG.
3.49

TRIGGER POPLIN

DOUBLE KNITS

gg
YO

PEG
2.99 TO
499

$1.00
YD OFF

REG.
3 99

$ 99

CORDUROY
STRETCH TERRY
STRETCH BOUCLE

3,99

_

YD

12121=111111ERMIEN
0 •
,9
$19
RIG

SHIRTING FLANNEL

:L9

ROBE VELOUR
NIGHTWEAR FLEECE

4
"
1
ID
PT
246
Sal*
RIG 199
REG

S

GUILT BAITS

POLY-RL
INTERFACING
THREAD

Nu.

$149

$zit
RD

RIG
99

99C
4 PCS. $1.00
""
ra PcS
RIG
69C TO
99:
r r
$1.00
FOR
15
RIG Ilk

QUILT BLOCKS

REASON #12: The changing tax laws.

It

099

RIG 699

1 EA
.

I II
RAG 2N
RIG 69C
FOtTESTER
RAG AV

Noito ROLL

't!
5

ELASTIC

.14

FABRIC BONANZA

RIG 16:

2
1
/

1 -Fairfield attached back,
solid copper nylon
269.95

1/2

1-Marimont Queen Ann wing,
Azure blue velvet with
mahogany legs
349.95
1-Marimont wing in beige
cotton floral
299.95

1-4 pc. Dixie mahogany,
1 8th century design, poster
bed, inlaid wood top dresser
and mirror, 6 drawer chest
and drawer night stand
2049.00

12
/

899 95

899.95

till

3 YDS $100
6 FOR $1.111
5 FOR $1.00

1 -Jamison Queen Size Early
American, nylon velvet floral
799.95
in rust, brown & earth tones
1 -Marimont Queen Size
straight line in beige cor899.95
duroy fabric
I -Jamison Queen Size
modern style with lint
pillows in flame stitch Wer699.95
culon Earth Tones
1-Marimont Queen Size roll
arm, green, beige and rust plaid

2
1
/
1/2
1/2

1 -Jamison Queen size loose
pillow back in copper
background floral stripe wftl
2
/
749.95-1
blue, gold and green

1/2

1 -Marimont Contemporary
loose pillow back in beige
699.95
texture, also arm pillows
1 -Fairfield Lawson arm attached back, beige, brown
12
699.95 /
and rust stripe
1 -Modern multi pillow back in
12
799.95 /
grey beige nylon velvet

2
1
/

1 -Clayton Marcus attached
bock round arm Lawson. Solid
899.95
gold texture
1 -Fairfield Lawson, large
dark green floral, beige and
699.95
orange shades

ORMINAL PlaiCES '1.99

,.'4.99 yo

VS I • USK 44/011T StA11110

DINING ROOM
1-8 pc. Stanley pecan, oval
table, cane back chairs and
41 2
1999.95 /
lighted china
1-8 pc. Manor House cherry,
Queen Ann design, oval
table, 2 arm chairs, 4 side
3295.00
chairs and lighted china
1-5 pc. white wrought iron
glass top table, 4 lime and
white upholstered chairs
549.95

1-8 pc. Williams Oak, Chippendale design, bevel glass
lighted china, double
pedestal table, 2 ribbon back
arm chairs and 4 matching
side chairs
3099.00
1-8 pc. oak, Country French
design, plastit top oval
tile, 6 cane back chairs and
large lighted china

1/2
2
1
/

1999.95
1799.95

1 -Table desk, pecan with
269.95
brass gallery
1-Henredon desk chest flip
top mahogany, 18th century
825.00
inlaid with brass hardware
I -Lowboy, mahogany, shell
carved drawer front and claw
775.00
foot
1 -National 4 drawer chest,
parquet pecan, trimmed in brass

625.00
1 -Brandt sofa table, oak with
439.95
3 drawers and burl top
1-3 Pc. Italian Cherry table
grouping - 2 two drawer com599.85
modes, one cocktail table

1 -Oak server gallery, slate top

1-Marimont, beige corduroy,
loose pillow bock, high arm
799.95
with 4 arm pillows
1-2 pc. Early American wing
back. Dark wood trim, Herculon plaid in green, brown
999.95
and beige

2-Steamer trunks (2 drawer)
249.94
black or white

1 -Bar Cabinet in dark antique
pine, formica shelf and lock 299.95
spindel

1 -Student desk, red formica
trunk design, brass nail trim

FABRICS FOR EVERY NEED"
FROM THIS HUGE ASSORTMENT YOU ( AN
SEW FOR PLAYING SLEEPING LOUNGING
DRESS UP DECORATING CRAFTS (IC

Toir
1 Group La-Z-Boy Choice
and Lane
Recliners $19995

799.95

1 -Jamison Queen Size Lawson
style, attached back in beige
549.95
and brown Herculon

$199
49

COUPE DE VILLE

NATURAL. MUSLIN

1

PRICE
I.
/2
PRICE

DENIM

MILI. REMNANTS

;OPY AVAILABLE

A

REG.
3.99

QUILTED OUTERWEAR

103 Arcadia Street

9
444.1

REG
896 TO
17 99

• STITCH ERY
• CREWEL KITS

1 -Queen Ann wing back
loveseat - fruitwood frame
and peach velvet upholstery 369.95

1-4 pc. Pine Cannon Ball bed,
dresser with hutch mirror,
chest sr chest and night stand 1299.90

1-3 pc. Sumter hard rock
maple, spindle bed, dresser and
mirror and chest on chest 1 299.95
1-3 pc. Dixie rustic oak,
panel headboard, dresser and
gallery mirror. Also door chest
l 1 99.95

„

2-Morimont lounge chairs in
Herculon plaid of beige, tur299.95
quoise and rust

.41.4

DOUBLE
FACE
99
RE

WARM-UP FLEECE

Om 9 A.11.--6- 10.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Set. Phone 753926.4
APPOINTMENTS AVAILAIRE
idemnsimomin.P.,

"
1

RESS PRINTS Ra,

- OUTING FLANNEL

17 reasons. One smart decision.

PRICE ^
ea/

OUTING FLANNEL

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

1/2

.
21

CALICO PRINTS

NN hI1.SR 1310Ck

OD Han BLOCK =

7

RIG. $

KLOPRIPAS -111-111111r

"1 lerc's #12 of niv 17 reasons

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 affects every
taxpayer, regardless of income. Your H&R Block tax preparer can show you how the new tax law helps you save
money on your 1981 taxes, and point out changes that
could affect your taxes in 1982

7

•

It you have not regIsterad with
us to ba on our mailing list,
you are invited to do so.

American and International Traveltime- _

prepare
\ our taxes."

•,;

"COULD WE REPEAT THE SALE OF THE
MANY ITEMS THAT APPEARED IN OUR
JANUARY MAILER?"

THE ANSWER IS

799.95
1-Marimont Queen size
straight line in beige cor899.95
duroy fabric
1 -Jamison Queen size
modern style with arm
p:Ilows in flame stitch Her699.95
culon eorthtones
1-Marimont Queen size roll
arm, green, beige and rust plaid

BEDROOMS

YOU HAVE ASKED

$2199.si

1-Marimont lounge, beige
299.95
velvet, plain skirt
1 -Taylor-King Queen Ann
wing chair and ottoman.
Medium blue antique velvet 499.95
1-Marimont English lounge,
loose pillow back, orange,
299.95
beige and brown plaid

1 -Jamison Queen size Early
American, nylon velvet floral
in rust, brown and earth tones

1 -Jamison Queen size loose
pillow back in copper
background floral stripe with
749.95
blue, gold and green
1 -Jamison Queen size Lawson
style, attached back in beige
549.95
and brown Herculon

JAMISON OTHER SIZES MIMI;
MATTRESS AND s:Am,ri:s
BOX SPRINGS

CHAIRS

799.95

SALE

•

shouki

X.

MOW'S. Mr

2nd CHANCE

•
•
•
-•
•

1
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-.111.11"

salt.

Prices Good Thru Sat. Feb. 20

Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" was
published in London in 1843.
iiimem•••■•••■•■•■••••••••••••••••••••11r
•
•
•
•
•
•
For all your Travel Reservations Call
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Marjorie and Bill Major
•
•
•
•
7S3-0880
•
•
•
•
representing
•
•

Nt

Any person interested
in volunteering their time
or services or in learning
more about this program
should call WKAS at 7531459 or BSS at 753-5362.

Wed., There., Fri. 9:00 thee 8:00 p.m.
Sun. 1:00-5:00 p.m.

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Community Center.

Michael Alan Shoales,
Returning Students
United will meet at 7:45 senior, will present piano
a.m. at Ordway Hall, recital at 8 p.m. in FarMurray State University. rell Recital Hall, Murray
State University.
Make Today Count will- Twin Lakes Antique
meet at 1:30 p.m. in Car Club will meet at 7
classroom of third floor p.m. at Gatet4y
at Murray-Calloway Restaurant, Draffenville.

•

LARGE SELECTION

PRICE

SOFA SLEEPERS

Control Shopping tenter
Mon., Toes., Set. 9:00 Hwy 6:00

EZNIEWFaM-111LIN

Tuesday,Feb. 16
Wednesday,Feb. 17
Household shower for County Hospital.
Opal Galloway and
children, Adam and Amy,
Overeaters Anonymous
whose home was will meet at 12:30 p.m. at
destroyed by fire will be Murray-Calloway County
from 6 to 8 p.m. at home Hospital.
of Henry and Emma Edwards.
Murray -Calloway
Murray TOPS (take off County Hospital Auxpounds sensibly) Club iliary will meet at 10 a.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. at in education unit of
hospital. Coffee will be
Health Center.
served at 9:30 a.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous
United Campus
will meet at 8 p.m. at Ministry luncheon will be
western portion of at 12:30 p.m. in Ohio
Livestock and Exposition Room, University Center,
Center.
Murray State University.

S. I

2

Each group is being asked to compile a list of
members interested in
this program, Armstrong
said.

rIki 1k7.2

Bureau for Social Services and West Kentucky
Allied Services, Inc., are
working jointly to
establish a volunteer
association for Murray
and Calloway County, according to Bonnie Armstrong of BSS.
Armstrong said
because of recent cutbacks, it is becoming

REG. PRICE $359.95

KIMBALL PIANOS
AND ORGANS
ALL REDUCED FOR
THIS SALE

1/2

1 -Brandt wine commode,
1
cherry, French design, 1 drawer
450.00 2

it. i.01-2

RRAl.k)..I.EDGER & TIMES I
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Carpet industry officials hope
to revive sagging marketsales
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Householders who
squirrel away unneeded
home furnishings, have it
all over those who shed
last year's furnishings
like an outgrown skin.
That's because objects
which are out of fashion
one year have a way of
eventually returning to
favor.
Take braided rugs, for
example. A few years
ago, they were fit only for
the second back
bedroom, but now they're
making their way into the
main part of the house
along with other former
unfashionables such as
cotton-rag rugs and handhooked rugs.
When it comes to
fashion, you might as
well look for a sensible
explanation as ask a 5year-old to explain the
face of the man in the
moon. But if you must
have explanations, it is
said these homespun articles go well with the
hountrified style of
c
ecorating so popular at
present.
Whatever the reason,
ese cheerful rugs, plus
Indian dhurries and other
folkloric styles were a
bright spot during the recent round of wholesale
winter carpet markets
held in a number of cities
across the country.
At the New York
market, one distributor
explained that the sales
volume of braided rugs —
Lyhich the firm. has been
Amporting for about 50
Itfears — has suddenly
%ken an upward turn.
• "Area rugs that go well
-with rustic American
decor are in demand
right now," said Gene
Rostov, of Trans Ocean
Import Co.
He was echoed by
Glenn Carr, vice president of Concepts International. Both men look for
continued grcitrai in the
style, so Usittprs mat'
expect to See these pleasing and humble floor
coverings in local outlets.
Whether they will make
much of an impression in
the veritable sea of thick
carpeting which seems to
have more color choices
than there can possibly
be colors is a moot question.
The carpet mills and
distributors, who are
responsible for creating
the new styles, are betting their sagging fortunes stand the best
chance of reviving if they
offer the lure of
"miracle" branded fibers
and all those colors in
thick pile carpeting.
Poor sales of carpeting
and rugs have been tied
to sharply reduced new

home construction and
high interest rates. In addition, prices have been
driven upward with the
price of petroleum derived nylon fiber, the
main ingredient in
carpeting.
Premium branded
nylon-fiber carpets may
now sell for as much as
$20 to $30 a yard, according to one carpetcompany spokesman.
These increases help explain a small increase in
the introduction of new
wool carpets, after a long
decline in wool because of
its high cost.
One mill, for example,
introduced two new wool
carpets at the winter
markets. One carries a
suggested retail price of
$32 a yard, the other is
$45.
With the rise in the
price of nylon, the differential is not so great as
formerly. This makes
wool, always a desired

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

fiber, more attractive, usage as kitchens, family
said a spokesman.
rooms, entryways,
children's bedrooms and
At the New York show,
basements might check
however, departures in
these commercial offerstyling or fiber were few.
ings when shopping.
All the major companies
There should be little
featured luscious thick
pile, some styles in as problem in finding the
many as 25 or 30 colors, commercial carpets. An
including many pastels increasing number of
which are said to be in- retailers are showing
creasing in popularity. them on the sales floor as
they seek a portion of the
Not every consumer,
health-y commercial
expected
be
can
however,
business.
floor-coverings
to want the plush look. In
who
the
Those
study
texseveral showrooms,
tured, flat and printed .carpet market have
contract carpets, which noticed one of its
are engineered for com- characteristics is a
mercial installations, tremendous cross-over
began looking fresh and between commercial and
appealing, if only by com- residential styles.
parison.
As Yale Forman, color
Commercial carpets and style consultant, told
are constructed to pro- a floorcoverings trade
vide superior wear, stain publication, "Women in
and spot resistance and the work force are brcleanability. Conse- inging the office look
quently, consumers seek- back home, and in the ofing new floor coverings fice people want a more
for such areas of heavy personalized look."

Here's the Answer

-

g•40titkAwith,

Get A Jump On Spring
With Big Price Discounts

on new Case lawn/garden tractors

11;s, deers

FAMILY/DINING
15'5's114'
-CAR GARAGE

80

Eligible
Models
222t1

$150

$75

224

$200

$100

444

$200

210

$100

446

$200

220

$150

4411

$200

220H

$150

61111 UT

$300

222

$150

MS L/II

$300

10XC

B5ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
From various sources
come these bits of information of interest to
the homer owner:
If you installed a solar
hotwater heating system
now, you would not have
to wait until you filed
your 1982 income, tax
-return in 191,3a,--to:ktart
claiming tax cred)ii( acay,
cording to John
president of Energy
Works East of Durham,
N. C. Kay sends along
this note:
"Due to a change in
IRS regulations, all you
have to do is go to your
employer and file an
amended W-4 form to
start receiving reimbursement immediately.
The new form specifically states that an
employee can claim an
increased number of
allowances and can
reduce his withholding
tax if the tax owed is
itself reduced by a claim
for the residential energy
credit on the purchase of
a solar hot-water heating
system. The effect of this
change is that a taxpayer
will immediately have
more tax-free income at
his disposal."
--A conversation at .4
gathering recently _made
it clear many people,have
an exaggeragted idea of
the rate of mortgage loan
delinquencies during a
recession. When I asked
for guesses on the percentage rate of such delin-

*•

Old Tyme

Hunter Ceding Fan
Now In Stock
Lifetime Guarantee

MOWS
EisE Supply Company

Offer valid Feb. 1, through Mar. 31, 1982

McKee! Equipment Co.
503 Walnut — 753-3062

713-61122

FLOolt

AMONG THE FEATURES OF THIS HOME are a wide front porch and a swooping roof.
The family-dining room is enhanced by glass doors that lead to the back porch. A master
suite is on the first floor and two more bedrooms are on the second. Plan HA1141C has
1,255 square feet on the first floor and 510 on the second. For more information write —
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Lester Cohen, 48 West 48th
St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

•Okleins

Put a Case on your place 810 18 hp Rear engine riding mower; lawn tractors; lawn
and garden tractors loader tractor and loader backhoe Ask for a demonstration
g exclusive Case HYDRIV' — no belts. Shafts or pulleys in the drive system Get
ihe best Get a Case Get a bog Case disCount — now

c 1 c1

4-

is

Now's the right time to buy.

c 1 cl

SECOND

Discounts

$ 75

ASTER SUITE
18.)113'S'

KNOW 3
13.10s11"

f Aid SICOAGE

.00

Discounts

Eligible
Models

rx10'6'

r0

MINI Male
'maim=
Ulm

tung oil prevent any make sure the flagstones
are set firmly. To find
penetration of color?
A. —Tung oil itself is a where to add dirt or
good finish, but is not a gravel under the
surface coating like var- flagstones, walk on them
nish or lacquer. Presum- and see exactly where
ing you do not want to ap- they tip. When the stones
ply more tung oil, san- appear firm, mix a
ding the wood is likely to powdered concrete pattake off most of the tung ching material with
oil that might interfere water to a putty-like conwith an even stain. But to sistency. Allow the mixbe certain, after sanding ture to stand a few
the wood and removing minutes, then take some
the grit particles, apply a of the patching material
coat of shellac, thinned 50 and mix it with more
percent with denatured water until it is as thin as
alcohol. When it is paint. Brush this on to the
thoroughly dry, use the edges of the flagstones to
stain. When you have the insure a strong bond. Approper shade and it is ply the other concrete
completely dry ( wait a mixture between the
day or two), put on flagstones with a pointing
another coat of the trowel. Compact and .
,
tr,ollyt
dillited 'Shellac. If yqlrarel
satisfied with the way it marnbve the excess with a
looks, shellac can be the sponge and allow 24 hours
final finish. If not, use a to dry. Keep the patches
varnish that is compati- damp for a few days or
ble with shellac. The cover them with strips of
label of the varnish con- damp burlap.
tainer will tell you if it is
Q. —I want to finish an
not.
old cabinet that now has
several coats of varnish
Q. —We have a on it. This time I want to
flagstone patio at the rear use lacquer. Can I put it
of our house. The joints on right over the varnish?
A. — No. the lacquer is
between them have
broken in several places likely to soften and lift
and have become filled some of the varnish. If
with weeds. As a result, you want to apply lacthe flagstones are not quer, you'll have to take
steady in those places. off the present finish with
What is the best way to a varnish remover.
put everything in shape
(The techniques of usagain? ""
A. —Remove the ing lacquer,, varnish,
broken concrete pieces, shellac, stain, bleach,
pull out the weeds and remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, Wood Finishing
in the Home, which can
be dbtained by sending 50
cents and a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington,
NY 11743. Questions of
general interest will be
answered in the column,
but individual correspondence cannot be
undertakeir.)
If you buy one of our new Case lawn,garden — — tractors during this special discount period,
you'll save up to $300 depending on the model
chosen Check the table below. The dollar
discounts are shown opposite the
Case tractor models
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. —I bought a secondhand piano some time
ago. The humidity in our
house usually is very low
and things have a habit of
drying out. That's probably what happend to
the ivory on the keys.
How do I get them to stay
on? Also, is there any
way of getting the yellow
off?
A. —By coincidence, a
new Yankee Magazine
Home Fix -It book
discusses that subject.
The comment applies exactly to your problem:
-To clean the ivories, try
any of the following:
denatured alcohol, yogurt
solutitlb of whiting
failtd Id pent
Avoid getting the
whiting solution between
the keys. To secure the
ivories to the keys, sand
off any old glue from the
ivories and from the
keys. Apply a thin coat of
contact cement to both
parts and when it is dry to
the touch, place the ivory
to the key at the exact
spot it is to fit. Once contact is made, the ivory
cannot be moved, so be
sure the placement is exact."
--Q. — I have a small
table which was stripped
and then had several
coats of tung oil applied. I
would prefer to have a
slightly darker finish on
it. Is there any stain I
could apply or would the

Cm,
111.1
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HUD Secretary Samuel
to $35,000 instead of
$30,000. Also, the repay- Pierce Jr. says the
ment period has been ex- changes will, in effect,
tended from 15 years to 20 lower the required down
payment on mobile
years.
New insurable loan homes by reducing the
limits also have been dollar gap between the
established for the com- amount the FHA will inbination mobile home and sure and what it actually
lot program ad- cost to buy a home.
ministered by HUD. The
(If you are a do-itnew ceiling for a singlesection unit and lot has yourselfer, you can get
been increased to $35,000 much valuable informafrom $27,500, while for a tion from Andy Lang's
double-section unit and handbook, "Practical
lot it has gone up to Home Repairs," which
$47,500 from $36,000. The can be obtained by seninsurable loan limit for a ding $1.50 to this paper at
lot has gone to $12,500 Box 5, Teaneck, NJ
07666.)
More than 38 percent of from $9,315.
the exhibitors at the National Home Center,
Home Improvement Congress and Exposition in
Chicago March 14-17 will
introduce new products.
By LOUISE COOK
damaged roof. (Normal
One exhibitor will offer
Associated Press Writer deductibles apply with
discounts determined by
Consumers shopping either type of policy.)
the roll of the dice.
Another will have a "sav- for homeowners' inThe Insurance Inings" wheel that. will surance are finding new formation Institute, a
enable people to compute possibilities for protec- trade group, said the
how much money they tion.
market-value policy was
presumably will save by
The new policies are developed primarily for
installing transparent cheaper than conven- owners of older homes.
window film in their tional ones, but they also
The cost of replacing
homes.
are riskier since these homes is frequently
--coverage is much more much higher than the
market value. The houses
While it is still difficult limited.
may, for example, infor most persons to pura
Protection under
chase conventional traditional homeowners clude workmanship and
houses, it is getting a bit policy is based on materials which are
easier to buy mobile replacement cost — the unavailable today or
homes. New Federal amount you would have would be too expensive to
Housing Administration to pay to rebuild your ex- duplicate. Older homes
loan limits have just been isting house if it were also may be located in
put into effect by the destroyed.
depressed areas where
Department of Housing
market values have not
Most insurance claims
and Urban Development.
kept up with rising costs.
involve partial damage
The FHA now will insure
The price of insuring
rather than total destrucsingle-section mobile
one of these older homes
tion. But unless you inhomes up to $22,500 infor 80 percent of its
sure your house for at
stead of $22,000 and
replacement value may
least 80 percent of its
double-section homes up
be more than the owner
replacement value, you
afford. In some
can
generally will not be
cases, it may not be possireimbursed for the full
ble to buy protection at
Copier on
amount of any partial
any price; insurance
damage.
the blink?
companies are reluctant
An alternative type of to cover homes where
policy, however, ties there is a substantial difcoverage to market value ference between market
— the worth of your home value and replacement
if you sold it.
cost, because the difSuppose you bought ference increases the
your house for $40,000. It potential for arson.
has a market value of
Market-value policies
$60,000, but it would cost generally offer less
$90,000 to rebuild. coverage against theft
Assume a storm damages than regular policies.
your roof and you need They also stipulate that
Better see the rem -airy
ral.abii A 8 Dick 990
repairs costing $3,000.
damaged property must
piam paper cop*,
The 990 has allot the "most
With a conventional be repaired with com*anted teatures of rnepolicy, you would not be monly used, readily
cntnes costmg 50% more
-including tte versetifity
able to collect the full available materials
to make 11' 17" copies
COPY toff! Wes and die
$3,000 unless you had in- rather than the original
mint any kind of paper m
sured your house for at products.
clutImp oyerheacl trans
PatenCtee ono weals
Prices for marketleast $72,000 — 80 percent
Call us today
of the replacement cost. value insurance vary; in
With a market-value many cases, the cost per
policy, however, you $1,000 of coverage is
could insure your house higher than with a
for
$60,000 — the market replacement-cast policy
116 NOITH TIM
value only - and still get because the risk of
MAYFIELD
247.5l2
full coverage for the damage is higher

quencies, the replies
ranged between 8 and 25
percent. The truth is, based on figures of the nation's savings and loan
associations, that the rate
in any one month is usually below 1 percent. Only
twice since 1976 has it
gone above that figure
and both times it got no
,highex than 1.06 percent.
Mortege loans are consider& delinquent after
60 days. People tend to
make their mortgage
payments even when they
can't handle other loan
payments.

Homeowners' policies
offer coverages, risks

111FM'
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"FAMILY SUNFEST''

NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY

Two to ORLANDO
Vacations forRAM
ADA
INCLUDES: 4 DAYS-3 N HIS AT
est
INN DISNEY WORLD (T
ICE
Raftikda)•R
CAR • TWO
OFNLIMOUS
.
ISNEY WORLDDAYS EN
ATTRACTIONS INSIDE.
16 PASSES

The Home of

DISNEY
WORLD

s•Stars Hall of Fame,Sc.
s
12 OTHER TOURS AVAILABLEIOne FREE Tour) Kennedy Space Center•Cypres Garden
•

---

Three FREE Vacations For 2(Week-end)
at the Ramada Inn East, Hurstbotffne Lane, Louisville, Ky.
Includes: Candlelight dinner for two in the brand new "Cristy's".•Sunday
brunch for two • Use'of all the Florida forum facilities surrounded by the
,therapy pool,
lavish' tropical landscaping,(including diving pool,kiddie pool:
sauna room,game room)• All taxes and gratuities• Friday evening thru
checkounirne Sunday•Children under 18 free (when sharing room with
parents).

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificates
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS,

- -- $200 "Tropical" Savings Certificates
%,4Z
-- •

At

Peoples Bank & Bank of Murray
ONICIAL 4,Y 11111161111" EMS
I. 20U ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
you with. the areas porticipoting business's displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST boomer. Clearly
print your name. address and phone number on
the "YOUR CHANCE" provided by each aortic,
poling business and this Newspaper.
2 NO MECHAM NECESSARY. YOY TWO be 0111
per
adult. Entries or• limited•one per adult
voSii. Employees of this Newspaper are not
play.
to
,
eligible
3 ENTER OFTEN. There will be ono or rrkor• winners eoch week. The odds of winning depend
on the number of entries. Since this wow...
.s strictly local in noh•re, 74,4. odds ore masa
favorable then a comparable Statewide or No•
- iicativide program.
4. 11•01 ENTRY must be on the YOUR CHANCE'
REGISTRATION as provided, and must be legibly
written or hand printed. Mochirmi duplication
or nachonicolly reproduced entries will Ise d.
rioted void.
W RANDOM PLANTINGS EACH
S THERE
WWII Of THIS PROGRAM.
(A) Each week SUNS/2/NE MIERCNANTS CER•
TIFICATES will be given away (Tose! of
SW 00 for if.,. Proworn) All winners
must redeem this c•itificate no loner She.,
7 days after the official and of this Pro
worn

Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

BE A WINNER!
Register at the businesses shown on the following pages

OH IN ADDITION, FLORIDA VACATION WINNERS will be selected ham drawings during lost week of the program. (All winnor, mint use these vacations within 3
months after the and of Si. Program)
(C) THREE VACA T I ON S FOR TWO (2). so
Ramada Inn East, Plursrbowne LIPP*.
1.0.1V111111, Ky
includes: Candlelight dinner for two
she brand new 'Christy'.." Surulay brunch
for two. Use of all of Si. Florida farina
focilitres surrounded by the krvielt tropical
landscaping. (including diving peek kiddie pool, therapy pool, sauna mem. game
room ) AN taxes and waiving.. Friday
evening thris checkout time Sundey. Children and.. III free (when share, ream
with parents). The,. prises will be ghee
away at itherveis during progress%
IRVIN ADDITION. THE WINNERS OF ThIE
SAVING ACCOUNTS wiN be selected hem
drawings Si. 744. and 10th week..
• NO SURSTMITION Of PRIZES ALLOWED. Un
claimed prism will nor be awarded. All ovaries
become the property of ri.i. Nevapepair end
none will be returned
7. Same Travel Dow* and Vocorions so °Unary
World Nor Avoilobi•
• Some Drum on Woe& and Vna.nloons 1440 Avrel
able

• AU WINNERS WILL U MUD //4 THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEN
• AU WINNERS MUST CLAIM MED PRIZES WON IV APPEARENG AT HIE OPFICE 01 11111 rawsrasee NO
FOR
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFT/2 ME PUS/KAT/ON OF T'NEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES All MUDS Au
wiparaos ONIV MEV ARE NOT NANSFERA1211
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM 4340 UTILIZE THEM POUTS wines MI TON SPKINIO

YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,

AND.YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS'

„.
• Ilti•gister ut the participating businesses shown on the following pages as many
tinii•s us you like No purchase necessary to win You must he le years of age or
idolur to win

•rt nom.., will he published every week
• WINNERS ARE NOT NOTIFIED W
y weal'
th.• %IOW.% (HIV I'Ftl..4•1111.`01 W114.11. they won You niu•I toad the ads
H winner your name wad address will
So find out of you haw.. wort If you s
I you twee four day• to notify Ow newspaper
rip's..'i it. the

.a

•

•
•

•
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Southern States

CALL DIET CENTER.
I LOST
70 POUNDS

All Tobbacco
• Supplies

•

Chinese
'Weekday Lunch Special
'Sunday American
And Chinese Buffet
*Full,Dinner Menu
(Amerkon & Chinese Food)

'Welcome CarryOut Orders
'Ask About
"Special Buffet
On Holidays"

T[k.

Murray, Ky.

All you hove to do is bring in o copy of
your church bulletin and well give yes
:
:
10% off ony heir core sorrke. We oat
wont you to discover the avidity, service, convenience end value at Fontutic Sams. WHERE YOU NEVER NEED
AN APPOINTMENT.

Ma

YOU CAN DO IT TOO!
Lose 17 to 25 pounds in just 6 weeks! And well teach
you how to keep it off, for good!

Call Today
753-0020

NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS
• NO CONTRACTS

NO PREPACKAGED FOODS iTsrmoDucToRy
CONSULTATION
h could choose •ulw

"The
Village"
641N.
Murray, Ky.

rj

°TUNIC PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542

_,e,`14real tastic

2619 H.C. MATHIS DRIVE,
PADUCAH, 442-4386

•••

Sant

the original Family Haircutte

P

.7.Wye gee locatleas read to-coast. and ea, mar you
OP")

Vg

CoasttoCoast

1‘*i

Ravberry

has a large selection of frames suitable
for counted cross stitch.

•

••••••

MEMO 1•1104•••••

753-4488 ldi
ir

(LOCATED IN THE HOLIDAY INN)
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH MURRAY

Off

Any Hair
Care Service

•••111.

MANDARIN-CANTONESE-SZECHUAN STYLE
AMERICAN FOOD SERVED
BUSINESS HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK
BREAKFAST 6 AM 11 AM
LUNCH 11 AM-2 PM
DINNER 4 PM-10 PM

753-1423

10%

The combination of o
nutritionolly balanced
diet, private daily
counseling and
behavior modification
make losing weight
quick and easy ot Diet
Canter. I lost all the
weight I wonted to
without hunger, loss of
energy Of the nervousness I hod felt on
other diets But what's
more important, I learned how to maintain my
weight and never be fat
ogoin! I only wish I had
heord about Diet Center
years ogo Their program is super!

RESTAURANT

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer
Industrial Rd.

SAVE
$$$$$$$$

AND IT TOOK
JUST 16 WEEKS!

•Seed
•Canvas
•Chemicals
•Plastics
• Weed Free
Mulch
•Plant Bed
Fertilizer
• Bulk
Fertilizer

•

I„

When you decide to lose weight.

Super
Sound Sale!

*critters *children's classes *foam-a-clads *classes
*bows-bows-bows *silk flowers *basket weaving
*counted -cross stitch *advanced and beginning macrame
*workshops
*tole painting *beads-beads-beads *soft sculpture

Sale

300

•

Katsura
APA/FPA
portable
radio. Features

tcake Ribbon
- *Strawberry
*1/8" Grass Grain Ribbon 41/8"Satin Itfiiboli"
-- *Glass & Mirror Etching --

slide dial tuning, builtIn FM antenna. incl.
earphone and carrying strap. Batts. not
incl. 207-0118(2)

Coming Soon At

'
11 IWild

Ravberry

ARTS & CRAFTS THAT ARE
HAND PIC'D FOR YOU

753-0859

753-8604
MURRAY
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Large Assortment
Of Genuine
24 Kt. Gold

PLAN
YOUR
FUTURE
WITH AN
INSURED,
TAX DEFERRED
INDIVIDUAL
RETIREMENT'
ACCOUNT

Dipped Leaf,
36 Different Styles

1

/
t

\

Each

14 Kt. Gold Chains
16" $1 295

IMPORTANT'Thefunds_y.ou will be:
accumulating in an IRA with us •
can be government insured up to
$100,000. All contributions you
make, plus the high earnings on
them, are tax deferred until you
reach the age of 59 Y2, or any age
up to 70 1/2,at your option.

18" $ 1695
Proportioned Avetogi

•

CoasttoCoast
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Murray —
Central Center

DIXIELAND CENTER
,..,..............7.:;......

While
Supply Lasts!

KWh Beaker
Rt. Mx 641
Norm
7S3-3222
Whiner Of MN ilwasor Centhaies

Floating Hearts
$385

ecirri

Gold & Silver
Inc.
Wholesale
Jewelers

Spring
Merchandise
Arriving
Daily

Free Unseat Facilities

Inflation
Fighter
Special
6 oz. Sirloin
Steak
With Baked
Potato Or Fries
And
Texas Toast

$229

•
•
•

Homemade Soup And
Salad Bar With
Special Only

•

'

99`

BANK OF MURRAY
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. and Sat. 11-10

MURRAY,KENTUCKY

753 7113
Olympic Plaza

I our..

SIRLOINsTocxApE

S. 12th

WMB? F DiC

753-0440 Murray...1h
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Appalachian psyciatric unit wants state's help
JACKSON, Ky. ( AP
The Kentucky River
Community' Care
psychiatric unit at
Hazard Appalachian
Regional Hospital, found
during a state inspection
last fall to have several
deficiencies, is having
difficulty again, but this
time state officials want
to help.
"Given the resources
they've got, they're doing
a creditable job," said
Bill Draper, assistant
commissioner for mental
healthmental retardation
in the state Bureau for

Health Services.
"There is simply not
adequate funding
available at this time in
the region to provide even
a semblance of the total
programs that the state
would hope might be
available," he added.
The unit was known in
1978 as the Upper Kentucky River Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board. It had to be
taken over by the state
that year because the unit
had no money and was
providing practically no
services for its clients in

Perry, Breathitt, Knott,
Letcher, Leslie, Owsley,
Lee and Wolfe counties.
A caretaker management group was appointed and by October
1979, the agency had been
renamed.
An employee of the
agency resigned in
December and wrote a
six-page letter to the
agency's board alleging a
wide range of administrative shortcomings.
A lawsuit for $45,000
was filed about the same
time by an employee who

had been laid off, contending she was terminated
for political reasons.
In the past three years
about 30 employees of the
unit have been laid off or
resigned because of funding cuts. There is also a
fear among several current and former
employees, plus at least
one board member and a
district judge, that there
is an erosion of morale
within the agency.
Draper said the agency
suffers because it is the
third-smallest of its kind
in the state, in terms of

--r

population base, but
serves the largest
geographical area
"There is no ready way
to increase income, and
there is no appreciable
amount of local support,"
Draper said. -They just
don't have the luxury of
top-quality services,
because they have to
spread their staff too
thin."
Draper said he planned
to discuss recent
criticism of the agency at
its monthly board
meeting Tuesday night.

African Queen owner wants to enter race
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — If a former
Louisvillian has his way,
the Belle of Louisville and
Delta Queen will have a
new and famous opponent
in this year's Great
Steamboat Race during
Kentucky Derby Festival
week.
Jim Hendricks, now the
owner of a motel at Key
Largo, Fla. wants to bring the African Queen to
Louisville for the race.
It's the same African
Queen made famous by
the movie that starred
Humphrey Bogart.
The boat is now sitting
on a trailer in Key Largo.
Hendricks was

remodeling his motel
when it occurred to him
that he might work in a
Bogart theme. Bogart
made a film — "Key
Largo" — about a block
from the motel in 1948.
One day last
November, Hendricks
spotted an advertisement
offering the African
Queen for sale by Hal
Bailey, a Ocala, Fla.,
thoroughbred breeder.
For $65,000, Hendricks
got the Queen — 30 feet
long and 8 feet abeam,
plus a large boat trailer
and a sideshow-type
tractor-trailer on which
the Queen once had
toured the United States.

He also got a lot of
newspaper and magazine
clippings that tell where
the old girl has been.
In the first place, the
Queen was a real African
riverboat long before she
ever saw Bogart and
Katherine Hepburn. She
was built in London,
England, in 1906 or 1912,
and used in the river
trade until 1951.
That is when director
John Huston found her
and made her famous.
Huston rented the boat
from the Uganda government for his movie.
In the film, the Queen is
destroyed in order to
neutralize a German gun-

boat. Actually, Houston's
prop people had made
two other boats resembling her and all three were
used in the movie.
After the Queen's film
debut,she was stored in a
rail yard in Uganda, property of that country's
transportation board
which sold her in 1968 to a
plantation owner for $400.
Later, a San Francisco
restaurateur Fred Reeve
purchased the Queen for
$730 and sent a replacement boat to the plantation owner.
Reeve brought the
Queen to California, used
her for awhile to raise
funds to fight cancer, and

then sold her to Bailey in
1970 for use in a resort in
Oregon.
After several years,
Bailey got involved in
other things, notably the
Florida farm, and decided he could sell the Queen
to Hendricks..
Hendricks and the
Queen already have been
invited to the Miami International Boat Show,
which begins Thursday
and runs through Feb. 25.
Since he bought the
boat, he's installed a
video recorder and a tape
of the movie, which he
has watched about 10
times.

STORK CLUB — Bruce and Bonnie Humphrey toast their new son, Richard
Lee, during a gourmet meal served them in the maternity ward of Hackley
Hospital in Muskegon, Mich. The steak and shrimp dinner, complete with
wine, is part of the obstetrical department's new club to help new parents
celebrate new arrivals.
(AP Laserphoto)

Pilot dies after plane crash
CORYDON, Ind. (AP)
— Anthony A. Wilson, 27,
of Florissant, Mo. died
Monday after his twinengine plane crashed in
eastern Harrison County,
Indiana, according to
authorities.
Wilson was en route to
his hometown when the

plane crashed into a field
500 feet north of Interstate 64 and five miles
east of Corydon, state
police said.
The cause of the 5:45
p.m. crash was not
known.
Wilson, who was alone
in the plane, died of

multiple injuries at
University Hospital in
Louisville, Ky., Pt hours
after the crash, according to Jefferson
County Chief Deputy Coroner Billy Wilkey.
An autopsy was
scheduled today in the
case.
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INSTEAD
IRS
A Less Taxing
Way To Save
For Your Retirement
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u3-5311
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TIRE It WHEEL

gala
During your time of sorrow it's
consoling to know that all your
floral arrangements ore in
capable hands. Callus.
We Have ._
Grave Baskets and
Blankets, Casket
Sprays & Wreaths.
Fresh, Silk and
Polyethlene

•

982 Field Corn Price List
ALL SIZES
41626 A
$55.50

PLATILEU

16.0110
Kernel

110.000
Kmwel

$51.00

XL 32AA

XL 390b

ALL SIZES

ALL SIZES

atcm
$51.00 KOMI'

ear,00 ec000
Korn,.
XL 61
XL 71
XL 72 b

ALL SIZES

$56.50 l°49°

PlATELESS

$43.00

$54.00

00.000 Kserri

80,000 kernel
Pl A TEL ESS

$55.75
WOO UM..

MMINIfileed

notpA, S,IIII 4111
42.071
MiiiiitAy,

Member FDIC

MEDIUM
FL ATS- ROUNDS

03.00
PM Nap

SX 351
SX 96

PL AT EL ESS
LARGE SEED

$43.00 .
006 505

73:1-9514
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PL A T EL ESS
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SX 133
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$61.00 sailim

$52.40

Mom -Sit.

110.0111
KNOW

054.00

XL 72 bb
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ALIC;NMENT
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See Us Today For All
The Details
PEOPLES IBANK

"Serving Murray for 17 Years"
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Hospital lists patients dismissed during several February days -

2-9-82
NEWBORN
ADM1SSONS
Rita Kurz and baby
girl, 406 College Cts.
DISMISSALS
Patsy J. Hutson and
baby boy, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Laura
Anne Baker and baby
girl, 1002 Walnut; Grace
E. Turner, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Tonia M. Ellis, D23 Mur
Cal Apts.; Robert F. Harris III, 505 Vine St.;
Howard W. Burkeen, Rt.
1, Dexter; Ethel Mae
Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel;
.41•

Davie F. Erbschloe, 823
Paris Rd.; Bertell Trier,
Rt. 9, Benton.
Jeffrey Shawn Dowdy,
909 South Ninth St.,
Mayfield; Eva C. Hood,
Rt. 2, Cadiz; James H.
Frank, 1513 Johnson; Sue
K. Britt, Rt. 1, Farmington; Patricia C. McClure, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn.; Teresa L. Kim bro,
811 Olive St.
Mike R. Archer, Box
5218 Hart Hall; Cleo
Vester, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn.; Paula D. Morton,
Rt. 1, Murray; Jessica C.

T140404 °SACCO CON•••

Gay, 1012 Paris Rd., S. L. Redden, Rt. I, BenMayfield; Richard Dar- ton; Audie Roberta Branren Stone, Rt. 1, Sedalia; don, Hazel; Clorene A.
Danny R. Williams, 175 Farley ; expired) 1651
Ryan
Riviera.
Judy L. Stanfill, Rt.5;
Mary Gwinn Krueger, Rt. 2-10-82
Adults 159 Nursery 9
2, Hazel; Lanis W.
NEWBORN
Futrell, Rt. 7; Gene G.
S
ADMISSION
Dougherty, 1205 Lone
Dinah Vire and baby
Oak Dr., Paris, Tenn.;
.
Mike Heath, Rt. 5; girl,2106 Edinborough
Rebecca Vance and
Hayrus L. Fair, 1607 Dodbaby boy, Rt.6, Box 185.
son.
Bonnie Epps and baby
721
Moody,
0.
Robbie
Rt. 7, Benton.
boy,
Riley Ct.; Albert E.
DISMISSALS
B.
Sanoa
7;
Rt.
Gardner,
I. Knox, CR Box
Janice
Dodd, 809 North 16th St.;

Carroll,
Rida Williams and 12th St.; Frank
Rd.; Ruby M. Futrell, Rt.
6.
Rt.
2314.
Box
5,
Rt.
girl,
6; Joe H. Phillips, 506 baby
Tamara R. Flener, Rt.
Debra Sir's and baby
Blair.
Louisville; Hurley C.
2,
Gladys N. Hale, 807 boy, Rt. 9, Benton.
Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Anderson,
DISMISSALS
North 19th St.; Bernard
Trotter, 1507
C.
Define
and
Lin Dale Harris
B. Welborn, C309 RichJulie K.
Kirkwood;
mond Dr., Clinton; John- baby girl, Rt. 3,
Edin2210
Bartlett,
nie J. Walker, 1602 Mayfield; Catherine
Kirk,
J.
Janice
borough;
Sunset; Argania H. Holbrook and baby boy,
4.
Rt.
Smith, 1012 Sharpe; Rt. 5; Jessie L. Cottom,
Carlie Elliott, Rt. 5;
Willie 0. Sorrells I ex- Hazel; Gerad W. Comer,
G. Colson, Rt. 1;
Bobby
810 Pine, Benton.
pired) 317 lrvan.
E. Cain, Rt. 1,
Commie
1217
Evitts,
L.
Kathy
Farmer, 517
Era
Almo;
Peggy Ann Dr.; Leonard
2-11-82
St.; Lonnie
Seventh
South
Coldwater
2006
L. Wood,
Adults 144
2, Dover,
Rt.
Kerney,
Lee
Rd.; Roy Knight, 213
Nusery 9
Tenn.
J.
Joshua
South 11th St.;
NEWBORN
Robert E. Swann, Box
Scarbrough, 31642 North
ADMISSIONS
415; Edna L. Durham,Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Trudy
mg."tar",0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.
Miller, Rt. 2; Geraldim
R. Kelly, Rt. 3; Minnie L.
Carroll, 109 South 10th St.

194, New Concord;
Deborah J. Zea and baby
girl, Rt. 21 Henry B.
Willoughby, 1602 Belmont; Denshia F. Wilson,
R.6.
Lagena C. Cooper, Rt.
3, Mayfield; Willie T.
Owen, Rt. 2, Springville,
Ten.; Lorene Gust, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Deborah J. Pritchett, Rt. 1, Almo; Melinda Sharp, Rt. 6.
Rebecca J. Freeze, 413
North Cherry S t . ;
Michael Ned McWane,
Rt. 3, Calvert City; Mary
M. Steele, 1713 Wiswell

LIGHTS: 8 mg."tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette, FTC Report DEC.'81, LIGHTS HARD PACK:8

•

Tractor-trailer
overturns, spills
FRANKLIN, Ky. (AP)
- A tractor-trailer truck
that overturned in Simpson County and leaked a
toxic chemical, has been
righted by work crews.
The chemical toluene
di-isocynatate spilled out
during the accident Monday morning, but the
area was cleaned-up later
in the afternoon. Officials
said the chemical is a
compound used in the
manufacture of plastics
and adhesives.
The driver of the truck,
Harry J. Hobson, was
treated and released
Monday afternoon from
Bowling Green Medical
Center.
There was no evacuation or traffic detour, according to officials at the
scene.

41b,

Where a man belongs.
•

ACES®

,••

IRA G. CORN,JR.

f, "

"In moderating, not in
satisfying desires, lies
peace."- Reginald Heber.

.,
/le
,e***

Declarer has some
desires to satisfy if he wants
to score today's tricky
game. Not only desires of
his own, but those of the
defense.
West leads the club ace in
search of promoting his
trump 10 into a second
trump winner. Dummy's
seven card suit dampens
these hopes, however, with
nothing better to do, West
continues with a second club
and it's declarer's turn to
shine.
What happens if declarer
ruffs impulsively and
knocks out the ace of
trumps? West wins and
leads a spade to East's ace
(East signalled by playing
his club king on the second
round) and now a third
round of clubs promotes
West's second trump for one
down.
Declarer makes the game
if he delays knocking out the
ace of trumps. After 1-tilling
the second club, declarer
plays two high diamonds,
ruffing the second one in
dummy. Now a third round
of clubs is led while declarer discards a spade. East
wins but the defense is
finished. There is no Way to
achieve the trump uppercut
and the defenders get only
NORTH
2-16-1
•K 10 9 6
V3
•7
CIO 8 4 32
WEST
•Q 8 7 4
•A104
•9 5 4 2
•A

EAST " •
•
• A Ilia•

974

•

*10863:
•KQ10:
_

•2
VKQ.19165
*AKQJ
#7
Vulnerable Both
North The bidding

4

North East
Pass
Pass
2 NT _ Paa3

t

Solna
7,
4,

'
Dealer
West
Pass
All
Pass

Opening lead: Club ace

••••

two clubs and the aci of
trumps
Bid withdra

.

South holds:
•Q 8 7 4
VA 104
*9 5 4 2
•A 5

North

14

So•th
1*
s

ANSWER:Pass North has a
maximum of 15 point,s and
there is no reason to stretch
for game
•

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Send bridge cptest.ons to Th. Ace.,
P0 Rot 12haf Donal Team. 7$225
with well addressed, stamped seee)oye
for reply
ace,
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•

•
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,s Robertson's

OBITUARIES

I

Services for James
.X Robertson will be
-nit Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
oh.. the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in
' Tucker Cemetery.
Robertson, 73, Kirksey,
was pronounced dead on
.14 arrival at Day Memorial
Hospital, Panama City,
,ztoi: Fla.,Sunday at 5:15 p.m.
Friends may call at
.L1
do funeral home after 6 p.m.
Jr.'', tonight.
•

Peoples dies
!at hospital
Services for Harrel
- Peoples were today at 2
,1 4k. p.m. in the chapel of
117,'Jackson Funeral Home,
tItioDukedom, Tenn. Les
• L'Ilorgan officiated.
• ' Burial was in Rhodes
•'Chapel Cemetery.
Peoples, 55, Sedalia,
hie died Sunday at Murrayri4:'"Calloway County
-44•' Hospital.
He is survived by his
aisiowidow, Viola Moore
• 'Peoples; two sons, Dorsi': rell Peoples and Dale
Peoples, and a sister,
Willie Mae Barber,
S. Sedalia; a brother,
▪ , Dudlay—P-e oples,
Mayfield.

=X=

Your Individual
Horoscope

Blazing freighter left to burn

Mrs.Shankle
dies Sunday

.
.t.rites planned

It)

I .Ii.

I 1111 • I

KALAMA, Wash. (AP)
- A blazing freighter as
long as two football fields
was left to burn today on
the Columbia River after
someone cut it loose from
a pier and it drifted out of
reach of hoses, officials
said.
Three men were injured and three others
suffered smoke inhalation during the spectacular blaze, which fire
crews reckoned left the
grain freighter "probably
a total loss" after burning
for two days, the Coast
Guard said. The fire on
the 600-foot-long Protector Alpha began Sunday
night.
A North Pacific Grain
Growers employee said
the freighter was cut
loose by a worker who
was scared and "very excited." According to the
Coast Guard, the
unauthorized decision to

Services for Mrs. Ruth
E. Shankle were today at
2 p.m. in the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial was in a family
cemetery there.
Mrs. Shankle, 89,
widow of Alvin Shankle,
died Sunday at Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris.
Survivors include two
daughters, Garnetta
Bushart, Paris, and Mae
Frances Harris, Utica,
Mich.; two sons, Thomas
E. Shankle, Avon Park,
Fla., and Earl Shankle,
Paris, Tenn.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Bernice James,
Murray, and Cordia
McIntosh,. Paris, Tenn.;
two brothers, Rupert
Williams, Henry, Tenn.,
and Noble Williams,
Paris.

set the freighter adrift
may have hampered efforts to control the fire or
prevent an explosion
aboard the wheatcarrying ship.
About 25 firefighters
were stranded aboard the
burning ship after it was
set adrift, but were quickly rescued by tugs and
fireboats.
"We weren't aware
what was happening until
we looked down and saw
the gap widening between
the ship and the dock,"
said Bob Mesneak, assistant chief of the Longview
Fire Department. "It was
a little spooky."
The freighter was cut
loose about an hour after
the fire started in the
engine room beceuse
workers feared the fire
would spread to a nearby
grain elevator.
"The probability was
that the fire could have

been contained," Coast
Guard Capt. Kirk Greiner
said Monday night. "A
number of firefighters
said the same thing."
The fire broke out as
the Protector Alpha took
on fuel oil at the Kalama
terminal, about 30 miles
north of the port of
Portland, Ore.
The 30 Filipino
crewmen and two Greek
agents aboard were
ordered to abandon ship
after the blaze began.
An explosion early
Monday that injured
three firefighters "would
have been less likely to
have occurred had the
vessel remained at the
dock where firefighting
capabilities were readily
at hand," said Greiner,
the Coast Guard's captain of port for the Columbia River.
Salvage crews hired by
the vessel's Greek owner

Fraaces Drake

planned to contain the
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1982
blaze to the engine room
and one of the seven What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
cargo holds, where it pro- row be? To find out what the I(ct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeeV
for stars say, read the forecast Behind-the-scenes efforts
bably will burn
bring financial returns. Finish
several days," Greiner given for your birth Sign.
uncompleted tasks. You may
said.
decide to buy a Oft for a loved
"The vessel was pro- ARIES
one.
bably a total loss for in- 1Mar. 21 to Apr. 19i
SAGITTARIUS
argiit!l
surance purposes. You'll gain the cooperation I Nov. 22 to Dec.21) ^
Therefore there was no of others now. Begin new pro- Old friends give helpful adpoint in risking any fur- jects, but be sure to sustain ef- vice. You social life is active
and you'll make a good imther injuries by trying to forts. Finish what you start.
pression on others. Spruce up
extinguish the fire," he TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tSkii:? your appLarance.
said.
A hard day's work will lead CAPRICORN
Curt LaRoy, a grain to accomplishment. You have ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
handler and former the energy to do more than
You'll make career profirefighter, the ship was usual Students should apply gress if you don't make waves.
cut loose by another for scholarships now.
Complete your assignments
employee who got "very GEMINI
by working unobtrusively.
Privacy abets romance.
scared and very ex- May 21 to June 20)
A fun-filled time with a lov- AQUARIUS
cited."
ed one makes you more ready (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Frank Eklund,to make a commitment. You
Plan to visit distant friends.
manager of elevator may receive a gift or some Students receive good advice
operations for North other token of affection.
from a teacher. You'll benefit
Pacific, could not deter- CANCER
from private meetings after
dark.
mine the validity of (June 21 to July 22)
LaRoy's comments Mon- Home and work matters PISC'ES
day night but promised to both proceed smoothly now. (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Get an early start for a day of
Business is active, and
investigate.
progress. Make time to you'll find ways to add to your
socialize with a co-worker.
overall security. Relations
with banks and insurance
(July 23 to Aug 22)
companies are favored.
Creative types enjoy proYOU BORN TODAY are
Steger works with ductivity. You can sell both more practical than the
physicians who have ad-yourself and your product typical member of your sign.
vised patients of their.flow• Leisure-time activities Versatile, you're interested in
nevi to change certain have business overtones.
both the arts and sciences.
Some of the fields in which
behaviors for their health VIRG°
(Aug.23 toSept. 22
you'll find fulfillment are law,
and with private patients Put long-range
domestic medicine, writing, acting and
who just want to change projects into action now. Con- public service. You have
their lives, such as so- sider pmsible ways to make management ability, although
meone who wants to your home both functional and your personal finances are
spend more time with attractive.
liable to fluctuate. Strive to
LIBRA
their children.
develop your originality and
/LEI you'll become known for your
He also warns that he (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)—
would not use the planned The power of persuasion is inimitable style. Don't 14 a
yours today. Take the in- need for material success
itiative
truly addictive personali- Your in contacting others. cause you to neglect the
seriousness of purpose development of your creative
-ty.
impresses those you meet.
gifts.

Where are those New Year's resolutions?

Now that you're in the
February doldrums,
whatever happened to all
those New Year's resolutions? Are you still smoking, watching too much
TV, binging on chocolate
candy and so on down the
list of mortal foibles?
One of the reasons you
failed is that you failed to
plan to fail.
That's the diagnosis of
Dr. Herbert G. Steger,
director of health
1.a.. Services for Lowell E.
psychology at Miami
Jones were today at 2____
Valley Hospital in
; - p.m. in the chapel of Max Dayton,
Ohio.
Churchill Funeral Home.
"To believe you can
The Rev. Bob Dotson ofhave a 100 percent sucficiated and Oneida White
cess rate is a myth," says
soloist.
organist
and
was
.
Dr. Steger, a clinical
It -, Pallbearers were J. R. psychologist. "Nobody
4...10 Smith, Jewel McCallon,
does 100 percent. You've
"-' Cecil Farris, Mark Cunn- got to prepare yourself
ingham, Charles Tucker
fora relapse."
•
and Kenneth Melvin,
So instead of willpower
Burial was in Kirksey -of-steel-and lofty moral
'13 aptist C-frit-i-Ch"
ideals, he suggests in,
was
- .temetery.
xir.
5.
cluding a relapse in your
Jones, 82, Rt. 2,
• Kirksey, died Sunda, at
6:10 p.m. at Murrayni5-falloway CO‘unty
eul liospital. He was a
Member of Kirksey Bap' tist Church.
eathic.
,
Miw

'Lowell Jones'
. rites today

L

strategy. Planned
failure, as it were.
"If you were an
overeater I'd have you go
on a planned binge. It's a
way of having a dry run.
I'd ask you to maybe set
aside a weekend, and
overeat. Then ask
yourself how you're feeling about it, what action
you could take during
that binge and so on.
Then when you do go on
an actual binge, you'll
have some strategy.

"The first thing you
must do is choose the
right time. Don't do it
when you're under stress,
going through a divorce,
after a death in the family, during final exams ...
and probably not at New
Year's."
There's a post-holiday
letdown, the weather is
the worst for most people,
the bills are coming in
and most of us are not at
our best this times of the
year, he says.

"I want you to learn
from the relapse. A
behavior change is a learning process, a process of
slow change. A decision
to change the behavior
needs a planned strategy.
A resolution isn't
enough," says the 41year-old psychologist.
Steger, who himself
kicked the cigarette
habit, also notes that New
Year's might be one of
the worst times to start
such a project.

LE°
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Hog market
Sr.. Tour Segley Plaeratielst:

Federal-State Market News Servo, e
February 16, 1962
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Art. 1253 Est 400 Barrows & Gilts
1.00 lower Sows steady to mostly 50.1 00
lower
(141.50-49.00 few 4921
US 1-221(1-2401k..
54110-49.14
US 2290.210 lbs.
547 NHS MI
US 2-3 250-270 lbs.
Sows
_
US 1-2270-3101k....$46.1114- 2011
/41.00-43,01
US 1-3 310-450 UR
$43 00-47,01
US 1-3 450-500 Dm
507 00-49 110
US 1-3 500650 lbs
540 00-41 00
US 1-331111401

Now to transfer your
prescription

BEGLEY S

It's easy to transfer your prescuption to Begley's
You 'amply bring your prescription bottle to Begley's or
,number and your Begley
phone in vow W69[013110.
dhormscart .nti do the necedrary telephoning to your
doctor
We have low everyday preacrwoon Mom And we
'ova* you to
_

STORES

DRUG

Boon 32.1•43.111

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Shavers

'Stock market
41 ZS

al '. Industrial Average

35 unc
2ii -4
26Ti -4
57
-4
4 -'4
4,
Mkt -4
17,
, -4
94 unc
234 -4
-.
4
191 -4,
213‘.. • 4
19,4
304 -4
31 -4
104
18,
48 1114A
.unc
161
25 unc

........, , Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
:$9
„,„.. Chrysler
"'' Dupont
31t.i. Ford
sof, GAF
General
miel
-- en:ral Motors
General Tire
bet!
Goodrich. .
•
Goodyear
•
Gulf Oil
Heublein
ini,, j
l eBriti
c,

tsnr.
b

,di 4
313

kmart
Penwell

PM• '
-111
—St

4-door, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, one owner, local car.-

$999.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
,
641
S.
GM QUAL/TY
<71.
GM ,

SINVICI PARTS
753_2617
= Murray
aprouu.11107'ORS PARTS DIVISSON

291. A4
44% +1.

1
1
1
't k
U.S.T•bacee.
a
t

1972 Ford Grand Torino

3SS

'
MD

13/
3 uric
4

law Cut. Yew with boots Wiwi bed sore. wort welts
Choose horn mated cotors.

IS 13

hod

Men's
Compact

Too Cinin Conned"

Moisturinns Praised Powder

Quarter Pound

Soots CCM Fianna
esiummg!anros TOW

%Perk *loves

aft& odifireensisere•

Ear the two whine gran

Al shades

—

--

Ground
Beef Patties
14 Lib. Box

111•04gasphrias
Deiselgestant
Nees Drops
1%

X-Morturting or
X Protection

$1988

Al you test
10 w

90010 mouth design slow you to en out ol this thermos
food or beverages hot or Wigan 111Mt
Holds I pint.

soh

trews

E.tra Strength
For add* of*

doutts

_

Old Spice
Stick Deodorant

Frosty Acres
Green Gorden

Fhonnar or Musk

$

P

eas

,.,,_,;...._.. 20 Lb. Box

1 569

Al dby protection
2111 or

Liquid Laxative
The wouten's gent* laxative
Ion

Frosty Acres Cream Style

71 9

$

C

orn

12/10oz. Pkgs.

..

COlgate
Winter Fresh Gel
Toothpaste

Frosty Acres

Orange Juice
ChOitindes Of Beef

2 7 or

225 To 275 Ms.

Mouthwash

and grons to wild beds

24/12 oz. Cons $2295

Borden

ELMER'S

Sno-Drift
Paste,

Photo
SPeCia
IrProcessing

Stays Mont In
SuArit amide

Lb.
Cut & Wrapped Free

boo

ag
6e0I•Y'S
Chewebte

GIBSON HAM CO.
160 I
NOUNS;7:00 5:00 floe. -Fri.
III•e• 7J

07 DO .14 ft.

Free Film"
With Color Print Roll Film
Developing and Printing'

Wholesale & Retail Meat
S

4

anew on your nest roe ot 1 10 126 or Moon Cid. P,ont F olen
101 00•10001110 and TWIN /hires .I Me Begley (Aug ..say
day dlicwat4 piton
*Clow* eRie entls you, cOmploliNI
0111•1•red OS ColatcreR 14 E tposure Colo. Ptonl F

Hawn Ow Ind .S01 Ow Dichs.

Malti-Vitaatins

GE
Outdo°,

Floodlight $399

We Ac:eat Feed
Sloops

out door NON

SIRATIPIA
VITAIIIWIS
a MON

' Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray '
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Murray State outlasts SLU, 74-69

Th

Nute discovery collides with Racers
workout program and he ing in the game.
not only made the team,
Booker said his team
made the starting had "one of those
Calloway County High he
School coach Chic Nute lineup. His senior year we nights," enjoying a good
enjoyed a reunion of sorts won 25 games, he made first half, but not receivwith one of his former all district and all region ing any help from the ofplayers Monday night. and only played one ficials in the second half.
The meeting between year."
"Of course," Booker
Nute and Southeastern
Before an estimated quickly added,"you can't
Louisiana's Wayne crowd of 4,700 Monday blame losing on the ofBooker was marred only night in Racer Arena, ficials."
by the fact that Booker's Booker displayed the—' That was one of the
team lost at Murray moves that appeared in lessons Booker said he
State, 74-69,1i a non- their natural form when — learned from Nute, the
Nute first spotted him in • others being — basic funconference contest.
Booker, a 64 forward a gym class.
damentals, passing and
a Veriliging TIJ fonffits per
Although bis usual posiPUtybig team ball and
game and 8.2 rebounds, tion is at the wing, the 6-6
believing in the Lord.
was a product of Nute's forward worked the paint
"He always taught us
while at Kingsbury High against the Racers for 20 to trust in Him and not
School in Memphis. And, points, 10 rebounds, one worry about what hapfor all practical purposes, steal and a pair of assists. pens because somebody's
Murray State coach always going to win and
he was exposed to the
world of competitive Ron Greene said, somebody's always got to
basketball and is receiv- "Booker is as good as any lose," Booker said.
ing a college education to- inside player we've got"
The Lions came close to
day because of Nute's eye and in some areas, ac- being the "somebody gocording to Greene, he did ing to win" Monday when
for talent.
"I discovered him in a better than the Racers' center Jerry Kelly branP.E. class one day," Nute front linesmen.
dished 16 rebounds and 22
As a team the Lions points and SLU capitalizsaid modestly, "and until
the summer before his fought well, leading the
ed on nine Racer tursenior year he had never Racers at halftime 31-28
novers in the second half
played basketball on a after being ahead by as
to remain within striking
team before. I asked him much as nine in the early
distance.
if he wanted to try out for goings, and trailed by onBut the Racers weren't
the team in our summer ly three with :13 remainabout to allow themselves
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

ALMOST — Racer Glen Green fell one point shy
of tying his career high point total (24) when he collected only 23 points against Southeastern Louisiana. His scoring accumulation

was

his season

best, though.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

to become "the somebody
who's got to lose" and by
shooting 66.7 percent
from the field in the second half they increased
their record to 17-5.
A Racer highlight appeared in the scoring
spree of swingman Glen
Green when the junior
came within one of tying
his career high 24-point
total. His 23 points„on
eight of 12 shots from the
field and seven of eight
free throws, did break his
1981-82 season high and

gave him top scorer
honors for the game.
Also, the victory moved
Ron Greene's career total
to 249 and his next opportunity to reach the 250win pinnacle will be
Thursday at home
against Middle Tennessee.
The Blue Raiders (8-4,
15-7 overall) are currently clawing at fourth place

Saturday the
Racers
(11-2 in conference play;
are again at home hosting
Tech's Golden Eagles.
MURRAY STATE (74)
Curran 34 11 7, Hammonds 14 04 2;
Hood 5-10 2-3 It Green I-12 74 WI
Stewart 44 24 10, Martin 44 2-3 2.
Davis 24 04 10; Slaughter 2.3 14 5.
Adams 04 343.
Totals 2544 24-3474
SE LOUISIANA 11111
Booker 7 II 6-4 SI, McNair 4-11 54 13r
Kelly 411 6-725; Hall 1-2 04 2; IladeyV
.
10 1-1 5. Stool
C.heeles 24444.
Totals 25-44 19-25 69
•
Halftime MSU is,SI.0 31.
Fouled out
Green MSU /I
SLU
Techmca Is — Green,
MSU SIC bench
A 4,700 est I

In the Ohio Valley Con-

closing

ahead

of

fast-

Tennessee

Tech

boys

(7-5, 11-11 overall).

ference, needing a win to
remain

the

Lis
the
Mu

commentary

Greedy pro netters assault feeding hand
•

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special
Correspondent
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
-- Things are heating up
in the big tennis war.
Gun emplacements are
being readied by both the
Grand Prix and Lamar
- Hunt's rival WCT circuit.
But both are nervously
waiting
for additional
salvos

from

quarter,

the

another
players

association.
"The clash between the
Grand Prix and the WCT
is just a skirmish," says
Marvin Richmond of
Kansas City, president of
the U.S. Tennis Association. "The real war is
with the players. And
take my word for it — it's
could be a suicidal war.
"The players could be
killing themselves — at
least the goose that lays
the golden egg."
The issues are not
dissimilar from those

which brought the regret- Federation (ILTF ). It is
table 1981 mid-summer an international, yearbaseball strike, forced around circuit offering
touring golfers to break prize money of $18 million
away from the PGA and with a bonus pool of about
currently is threatening $3 million.
the fiscal base of the NaWorld Championship of
tional Football League.
Tennis is a private tour
The players want more underwritten by multi
freedom and more of the millionaire Lamar Hunt
loot.
of Dallas, who was one of
; "If they succeed,": the chief architects of the
warns Richmond, "they American Football
will cause cancellation of League which ultimately
many tournaments all forced itself into the Naover the world and will tional Football League.
restrict the big purses to
He also has a world
a handful of the star tour, year-around, but on
players, leaving the fr- a smaller scale with $7
inge players out in the million in prize money
cold.
"
plus rich bonuses.
-- It's-a rather complex
The playersorwho have
riictute, as hard to clarify their own union in the
as the long-simmering Association of Tennis
AAU-NCAA feud.
Professionals
ATP),
The Grand Prix circuit feed upon both of the rival
is th,e baby of the promoting groups.
establishment, conducted
Dissatisfied with being
by the various national offered a $30 million
foundations of the Inter- trough to feed from, the
national Lawn Tennis players now are deman-

Try to beat this

SUPER VALUE
FROM RCA

ding a part of the action
— for dessert. They are
asking a percentage of
the purse from every
tournament plus a cut of
the television receipts
from events which are
televised. The ATP says
this money will be used
for administrative costs.

Automatic Color Control and Fleshtone Correction.
Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT) pinpoints the correct
broadcast signal.
Super AccuLine picture tube provides a lifelike
color picture.
— *vain finish.
Durable plastic cabinet with waint
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RENO, Nev. (AP) —
Sugar Ray Leonard said
he was cold in the first
round against Bruce
Finch after the fight was
delayed 10 minutes due to
television technical problems.
But once Leonard
warmed up, he was torrid, knocking down the
outclassed Finch three
times before the fight was
stopped at 1:50 of the
third round.
"I came out a little
cold, it took me about a
round or two to warm
up," said Leonard after
he retained the undisputed welterweight
boxing championship of
the world. "I warmed up
for 20 minutes before the
fight, but then I had to

calloway plays tonight

settle down when-itwas

Calloway --1 -tirity math

delayed.
"
Leonard,
fight since
combined

RCA's energy-efficient XtendedLife chassis—uses
only 69 watts average power

It's similar to the NFL
players' demand for a cut
of the profits, particularly the half-billion-dollar
TV contract. In all sports,
players are moving
toward partnership
rather than -thn normal

final time of the night.
Leonard, who received
a minimum of $1 million
for the fight against the
World Boxing Council's
fourth-ranked contender,
said his next title defense
probably will be against
Roger Stafford, ranked
third by the WBC.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Blowout.
"It's not that we were
that much better than
Providence,
" said

have

could

beaten

the lopsided score of 99-63

for a

free throw,
- A1a team
;

Bulldogs recorded only
seven assists and were
out-rebounded 32-21.
Providence out-shot the
Lakers from the field, 66St-but connected on oaf-

Key

double digit scorers for
with

10 points

and eight rebounds.

s knees. Two
challenger'

Four visitors broke the

combinations

double-figure barrier led
by Allan Hayes' 27 points
on 13 field goalz und a

Asfoomt
Poll; w
theses,
14-13,13
4:Vi
2..141

game from beginning to
end, holding a 20-point
lead at the end of the first
period and substituting
junior varsity members
by 6:15 of the second

dew
401
710
s.w
MAI
1C11
If,GI
i. w

of 59-21

The

win

lISa
17. Ai
Kl
If Al
2510

was

Calloway'
s fifth in their
last seven outings,following a 75-61 upset at.Lowes
Meade

Saturday night.
Overall CCHS tips the
record scales at 11-8 with
another game tonight at
Wingo. Friday the Lakers
are again on the road,
travelling to Lone Oak.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (IS)
Miller 5 4-5 14; Butterworth 2 4-4 ;
Tebbetts 5 0-0 10; K Ey 11 44 211; Lovett 5
2-5 12; Garrison 3 I-1 7; Darnell 504 14;
Sheridan I 1-23, Anderson I 1-23
Totals 3123-2150
PROVIDENCE (63)
Pillow 2 74 II; Martin 3 4-4 10, S
2.
Williams 5 1-3 II, Wootton' f
Hayes 13 1-3 27; Kelly 1 11-4 2; Eddings 0
6-2
Totals 2513-2103.
Halftime - CCHS 59,PHS 21.
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Brad

Miller (21) drives to the hoop, but Providence
defender Allan Hayes(42) bars the way.

.
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the

A- secure halftime lead
accompanied the
Lakers to their dressing
room and they increased
their advantage to as
Much as 41 points with
7:42 left in the game.

Dan

Calloway

...4pwrill.OWJalloallaktvoistimplippowiawassfassrom
,,oarOragawW,

controlled

quarter.

hit Finch with a flurry of

was on the

CCHS

Mari

:1

the

Arena.

punches followed by a left

canvas for the third and

ing

Cobt

at Murray State's Racer

gave a 26point performance while
guards Brad Miller, Jeff
Butterworth and Craig
the ring, Leonard threw a
Darnell had a field day
right that put Finch down
riddling the Bulldog
for the first time, but the
defenses.
challenger struggled to
Miller snatched eipAt_
his feet. Another flurry of rebounds, scored 14
punches put Finch down
points and tied with Butfor the second time, but terworth for top assist
he managed to get to his man of the night with six
feet and last the final few apiece. Butterworth robseconds of the round.
bed five Bulldog ball
Finch came out sw- handlers and added eight
inging in the third round points.
and landed perhaps his
Darnell collected
16
best punch of the brief points, Keith Lovett addfight, a right to the cham- ed a dozen and Bryan
pion's head. But Leonard Tebbetts rounded out the

the

holid

was

Chic Nute, "It's just that 38 percent of their shots
in his first tonight (Monday) we had (251. Calloway stripped
the nets 38 times for 64
winning the something to prove after
title last the loss to Lowes. Tonight percentfrom the floor.

buckled

avai

He

Rector

Key guides Lakers in Providence rout-

anyone."
And beat someone they
did.
Calloway's boys rolled
over Providence (5-18) by

later, Finch

Staff photo by Jim

stop

ly

Thomas Hearns, lost the
first round of Monday's
bout on the cards of the
three judges.
But he took command
midway through the second round when he
unleashed three savage
hooks to the body followed by a right that sent
Finch reeling.
Following Finch across

left-right

but he barely missed when the-ball struck the back iron. Attempting to
the crowd-pleasing show is Bo Bo lk,Nair (21) and Wayne Booker (30).

Youi

we

that

IN REVERSE — Racer razzle dazzler Ricky Hood tried an over-the-head,
backward double stuff against visiting Southeastern Louisiana Monday night,

was

September - against

hook

day,
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Freshman tournament continues

OVC honors
Western's
McCormick

North Marshall pair, Benton advance
tournament at Murray
By JOHN SALERNO
High Monday featured
Sports Writer
The opening round of two close boys games and
the District 4 freshmen a convincing win by the
boys and girls basketball North Marshall girls.

CLOSING DOWN — Calloway County freshman
Lisa Hopper(14)finds little room to operate against
the North Marshall defense in Monday's game at
Murray High.
Staff photo by John Salerno

First round scores included Benton boys
beating South Marshall
33-32, North Marshall
girls beating Calloway
County 39-22, and North
Marshall boys beating
Calloway County 53-44.
In the first game,
Ramsey Ellington canned a free throw with four
seconds on the clock to
break a 32-32 deadlock
and make Benton a onepoint victor over the
South Marshall Indians.
Despite the outcome,
South Marshall staged a
valiant comeback in the
third quarter by scoring
13 unanswered points.
The win puts the Indians in the championship game Thursday
night against the winner
of tonight's contest between North Marshall and
Murray.
North Marshall gained
it's shot at the Tigers —
who drew a bye as
tourney hosts — by
defeating Calloway 53-44
in the evening's final
game.
Barry Goheen led all
scorers with 26 points for
North Marshall, eight of
his total coming from the
free throw line late in the
game. Goheen had scored
22 and 28 points in two

previous meetings with
the Lakers this year.
Although they never
gained the lead, the
Lakers stayed within two
points of their opponents
until late in the third
period when North Marshall jumped out to a 3226 lead.
Calloway cut the
margin behind scoring
from Brad Skinner (12
points) and J.W. Foster
( 10 points) to two points
with 3:45 remaining. But
North Marshall's Goheen
hit four foul shots and
stole the ball to assist on a
fast break lay up to put his
team on top 44-37 with
2:53 lefti and Calloway
could not overcome the
margin.
It was a good night for
North Marshall all

Cooney's co-manager,
Dennis Rappapast,
icknowledged Moriday
night that a delay might
tie necessary. But he said
ho: final determination
can be made until
physical tests were completed today.
• The challenger had a
Preliminary exam Monday, but not all the
necessary facilities were
available because of the
holiday.
Holmes, the World Boxing Council champion,
was quoted as saying he
was considering Jimmy
Young, Randy "Tex"
Cobb and Larry Frazier
for a fill-in fight that likely would be held in
March.
Young, according to

BENTON I 23I
Smith 01-217, Smithmier 22-20, Cox
0 04 0, Thompson 004 0; Ellington 224
6; Lamer 1 0-0 2.
SOUTH MARSHALL(22)
Riley 25-7 9; Phillips 2 2-4 6. Wilkins 2
2-2 Patton 2 1-1 5. Swift 3046

CALLOWAY CO.(girls) 22
Hopper 1 2-4 4; Rule 0 0-0 0, Osmus 00 2. Bryan 1 0-0 2, Malcolm 7 0-0 14,
Williams 0 9-00

•
The AP TN Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in The
Asimiciated F'ress college basketball
poll; with (irst-place votes in parenthesis, this season's record and total
pops. PointS baled on 20-19-1147414i•
14-1*12-11-10-94-744-4-3-21:
4:Virginia (57)
25-1 1,117
2..North Carolina (1)
20-2 1,115
)eDePaul(2)
1,075
dfMisaouri
214 1,1131
4:Oregon SL
144. 3%
Maim
—
446
'114 747
Minnesota
734
174
(k.West Virginia
. 11-1
661
II:Kentucky
174
IN
. Idaho
S14
M emptiesSt.
1114
4111
15.G.sPSLC
10431i
Wakerfred
3I4
• 04
1.0. Fresno St.
MI
14. San Francuca
214
273
t7. Arkansas
7.4
a Kansas St
III
174
It Alabama
114
IN
20. Indiana
.1401
123

College

High school
basketball

basketball
Moeda y College Basketball
EAST
American 11 U, W Cheater St. SI
Baltimore $5. Wis.-firma Nap0
Boston U
Maine 63
fhwkinson n.Albright Si
Fainting!: Dickinson 96, Maris( 90
Holy Cross67, New Hampshire $4 s'
Howard U. 811. Campbell 71 •
lona 74. New Orleans 69
Navy 17, Millersville St 60
Penn St 62,South Carolina 60
St lobe's 77, I'00•0/61•nre 76, 7f/T
SI Mu burnt III, Vermont Ii
Shepherd 73, Fairmont St 71
W Vs Tech 12, W Virgynia SI S0
SOUTH
Ali orn SI 91, Prairie View 67
A rimilrung SI 64.13. Smith.',,,la
Charleston 53, Coastal I 'aniline 53
Citadel Ill V MI 74
'lemson 79, l'Ilithaft 12
Cumberland 95. It
Si al
liege SI 41. Liviiiesion to. N II
laM I ar(dioa 71, III,.' '.4

In the 91-66 victory over
UNC-Asheville, Clarington got 14 points, eight
assists and three steals.

20% Off
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Nike "Bruin"Leather uppers, herringbone sole, foam
podded tongue and terry-cloth insole. White
with red stripe. sizes 5Y2 10 1 4. No. 4006

._

, Nike "All
iaiCourt"

Nike "Winibledon

11

Cotton uppers and rubber court sole Podded color, insole and terry lining. White with light blue
'
striPe• No. 7300

White leather uppers with light blue stripe,
For the tennis player. Sizes 3 to 13.
No. 7000
.4
- MAkeeircr‘rt/

_
.:

. ;-)

. $

•

sale

..

29
_
Nike "Meadowif
$

Sale

Sale

Nike "Leather Cortez
,

Nike "Bruin Canvasif

white with red stripe
Sizes 3-13
No. 2184

--.-"7,-. •
..,.

i)11111t
At' ii
ll11101"
410:
do

_....---=
Suggested Retell $36.95

Suggested Retail $22.94

n36
$
(
'*---aY-;
1
8
39
v
.Retail ;37.95

white with royal B I ue
Sizes 51i - 13
No. 4204
—.
.- -- ---

12

Sale

white with green stripe
Sizes 5-13
(NONNI*

Yr

39

99
Sale$23

11 8

White canvas with
blue trim.

/
- Seggostod Retell $22.99

•

-

Sale1
$

839

-Nike
"Lady Oceania' -'
•
.

.
/
1
.
4#4tif
.C-P-#
i.
• ,

Sale $

Nike "Lady Meadowwhite with sun yellow
- Sizes4-10
(NON Phil) N. 7440

23
9
Sale

Suggested Retail $29.9

*nested Retail $34.99 .

9

7

Sale $2
Nike "Lady Cortez"

White hother with electric blue trim.
"
- Sizes-Alto-Mt- - —lc 2190
-ir -..• /t4 - '
li
i
)

.Tool with royal blue
strip No. 1717

*prowl Retail $23.99 -

20% Off

white with light blue
Sizes
4-10.
...—___
(Loirtiot) No. 7400

. -No. 7412 '
-:

Ili. MO

Well$29.99

Sale
6 Styles of Women's Shoes
Ake"Lady -All Courr - -. Nike "Racquette"
.
/

. . . i.,. _-_

Nike "Elan"
..

___
-- -.
-793
. .0,11, .
'1..\
fi:
Mr\IP
lcip
(

--‘99oototi WWI $38.99

‘ .......

1921 ------'Salle $31 19

1203
Chestnut

56

.
hipsted Retail $22.99

' Suggested Retail $39.111--- —

white
Sizes 4-10
(Cana) No. 741S
Suggested Retail $24.99

1999

saie$
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HANDY MAN — North Marshall's Jeff Parker
(left) puts a stop sign in front of Laker shooter
Frank Wise (53) during first round action in the
District 4 freshman tournament.
Staff photo by John Salerno

Men and women con take advantage of this super sport shoe special on quality Nike
styles until Feb. 28th. They're the shoes you want for casual wear or outdoor activities.
Buy now at savings you can appreciate.

Misksiamor
Son
CA LIDWA T CO.111;Proeligage
Carroll Co 44, W. Anghsgaill
Gallatin Co 55. Anderson Co. MI
11
.
On CO.*, Taylor04111i;ree n v ilk 66. MUMenbeng Central63
Hopkinsville 65, Livingston Cent 64
Lou hoUer SS, Lou Western LI
Lou Ninth &045,Eminence 30
Maylickl 70, Fulton Cu. 54
McLean to 14, Davie:us Co.67(20T I
Pikeville 75, Wheelwright SI
I'idler Christ 92, I ewisliurg 65
Redbird 75. Cortlia 6.8
whitesville Trinity 77. Vordaville 66
Girls
A 1101 I '1•Ilifal46, Fleming Neon
44
Allen Co 61, Lanialiel 29
Bardstown 41, Nelson f'0 39
Belfry 67, Rowan I al
handl Central 54. Its
01i I ay 70 1,1.riovill,

CALLOWAY CO. 1441
Potts 4 0-11; Curd 20-2 4; Wise 204 4;
Foster 5 0410; Skinnier 5 2-2 12. Contri 3
0-06. Waldrop 0 0-0 0
NORTH MARSHALL(53)
Goheen 9 8-9 26, Kidd 2 0-2 4; Parker 5
2-2 12, Dowell 3 1-1 6; Griggs 2 1-2 5,
Riley 00-I0

20% Off Nike Shoes through Feb. 28

The New York Times,appeared to be the first in
line.
Holmes was preparing
to leave Las Vegas, Nev.,
site of the scheduled bout
with Cooney, where he
has been training since
Jan. 29. His lawyer,
Charles Spaziani, said
Holmes would head home
to Easton, Pa., unless he
received definite word
from Cooney's camp by
today.
Rappaport said he expected a statement by
Wednesday on the status
of the Las Vegas bout, for
which each Cooney and
Holmes are both
guaranteed $10 million,
the richest heavyweight
fight in history.
Cooney, who left his
training camp over the
weekend because of an
aching left shoulder, was
examined by Dr. Jeffrey
Minkoff, his personal
physician who also is an
orthopedic surgeon, at
the New York University
Medical Center, Rappaport said.

Jacksonville 98, Stetson 44
Marshall II, Appalachian St. 49
Morehead St 71, Indiana-SE 64
Murray St. 74,SE Louisiana 69
NW Louisiana 44, NE Louisiana 11111,
201
S.Mississippi 14,SW Louisiana 75
South Florida 74, N.C.Charlotte 69
Tn.-Chattanooga 71, E Tennessee St.
60
Tenn.-Martin:09, Jacksonville St. 64
Ifigginia 54. Georgia Tech 52
MIDWEST
Ball St. 71, Toledo 61
Cincinnati 17, Virginia Tech 81
DePaul 113, Ohio U.61
Drake 56, Tulsa 55
Evansville 45,Oklahoma City 41
Loyola, Ill. 82, Xavier,Ohio 80
Memphis St. 02, St Louis IN
Nebraska 65, Oklahoma 51
NE Illinois 97, lake Forest U
Oral Roberts 65, Butler 63
S Illiaois 84, W Texas St. 79, 201
SOUTHWEST
Angelo St. 51,SW Texas St. 54
Arkansas02, Texas A&M 75
A rkansas St. 56, McNeese St. 53,01
Lamar 02, Texas-Arlington 70
N Texas SIN,Hardin-Simmons 81
Sam Houston St. 57, Howard Paymesii
Stephen F.Austin 55,E TexasSt.RI
Texas Southern 108,Southern U.111
TAR WEST
Arizona St N.Southern Cal 62
Denver 54, Western St. 53

NORTH MARSHALL I 21
Karnes 5 0-1 10; Poe 6 0-0 12, Harrell 1
0-02. Stowe 5 1-2 11: Waldrop 20-0 4

I
SPORTING GOODS

SCOREBOARD
Top 20poll

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Craig McCormick, who scored 43
points for Western Kentucky in Ohio Valley Conference basketball games
against Tennessee Tech
and Middle Tennessee, is
the league player of the
week.
McCormick tallied a
game-high 24 points and
13 rebounds against Tech,
although Tech won 70-64
in overtime. In a game
against Middle Tennessee, McCormick got 19
points and four rebounds
as the Hilltoppers won 7564.
McCormick is a 6-foot10 senior from Ottawa,
Ill.
Tennessee Tech's
Carlton Clarington, a 6-2
freshman guard from
Perry, Ga., is the OVC
rookie of the week. Clarington contributed 30
points in victories over
Western Kentucky and
University of North
Carolina -Asheville.
Clarington had 16 points,
including half a dozen
overtime free throws, in
the victory over Western.

First round box scores

Cooney injured,
may postpone bout
with champ Holmes
:NEW YORK (AP) —
The growing possibility
that Gerry Cooney may
1Seve to postpone his
Igarch 15 heavyweight title built with Larry
Iloimes because of an inAired. left shoulder has
sent the champion
strambling for a new op-

around, as the girls team
defeated the Lady Lakers
39-22 in the second game.
Cindy Stowe of North
Marshall had seven
steals and a strong last
quarter to score a total 11
pomts. Rhona Poe bettered that effort by one
point for North Marshall.
A bright spot., for
Calloway was Terri
Malcolm who led all
scorers with 14 points.
North Marshall's girls
will take on Murray
tonight to determine who
will face the winner of the
Benton vs. South Marshall game, which will be
played at 5 p.m. tonight.
The girls' championship
game will be played at
6:30 p.m. Thursday, to be
followed by the boys' title
matchup.
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Drunk drivers face stiffer penalities
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Asked if she though the
RICHMOND (AP)
Bills making it harder for House version was a
drunk drivers to keep strong bill, she parried
their licenses and stay on the question several
the highways have been times, finally saying,
approved by Senate and -Yes, in some respects."
Del. Terry's bill was
House Courts of Justice
amended by the commitcommittees.
"I think this is a step in tee to increase the penalthe right direction," said ty for involuntary
Sen. A. Joe Canada Jr., manslaughter arising out
R-Virginia Beach, after of drunk driving. The
the Senate committee ap- penalty now is one to five
proved his bill Monday years in prison. The
night. He is the chief amendment offered by
patron of the tougher ver- Committee Chairman
sion that carries a man- Hardaway Marks, Ddatory jail term for Hopewell, increased it to
• •-anyone convicted of. five to 10 years.
Her bill requires judges
drunk driving twice in 10
to convict someone of
years.
Del. Mary Sue Terry, drunk driving before ofD-Patrick, the sponsor of fering them the chance to
the House bill, said her go through the Virginia
bill was a reasonable ap- Alcohol Safety Action
proach to the problem of Program ( VASAP ).
The law now is that a
getting the drunk drivers
drunk driving conviction
off the roads.
Lillian DeVenny, vice carries an automatic
president of the Virginia three-year license
chapter of MADD revocation,
Del. Terry said the pro(Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers), said after the blem has been that "the
committee actions, "I judges didn't believe in
feel we have seen some of the law. They thought it
our statesmen in their was too harsh."
This in turn led judges
best forms tonight."
Asked which version to reduce the charges to
she preferred, she lesser offenses, or to
responded, "I feel his'is withhold a finding of gullty if the defendant agreed
certainly more stiff."
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POLICE IDENTIFICATION - A large fingerprint on the wall of the building marks the police
station in Basel, W. Germany. The fingerprint identification for the police building makes a clever as
well as appropriate marking for the building.
(AP Laserphoto)

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

2 Tune
3 Brunch and
1 Famous
,.lunch
uncle
Bureau parts
4 Melancholy
5 Sun god
9 Greek letter
6 Finish
7 Matures
12 Dessert treat
13 Roam
8 Leases
14 Ewer handle
9 Old Portu15 Macaw
guese coin
17 Orthodontist 10 Owns
11 Worthless
19 Ordinances
21 RR depot
leaving
16 Evaluate
22 Ties
25 Box-office hot 18 Domesticate
29 New Eng
20 Breaks
state
suddenly
30 Poetry muse 22 Liberated
32 Grafted, in
23 Passageway
Heraldry
24 Sandal
33 Worm
feature
35 Diagonal
26 Social insect
spar
27 Sedate
37 Chinese
28 Warms
31 Lubricated
pagoda
38 Lamb's pen
34 Pose for a
name
portrait
40 Transactions
2 3
1
42 Call - a day
43 Hinder
12
45 Eras
15
47 Stadium cry
49 Apothecary's
19
weight
50 Blossomed
54 Forebodings
20
30
57 Row
58 Monastery
33
head
31
60 Tibetan
gazelle
43
61 Simian
62 Wise ones
63 Shoemaker's
tool
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The panel voted
unanimously Monday to
increase the current 18
percent interest ceiling in
a measure that critics
say fails to address the
problems of Tennessee's
lending laws.
Sen. Ben Longley, RCleveland, who chaired
the committee during its
study of statuteS•goVerning loans, said the proposed law would be
automatically repealed
on July 1, 1983.
- "It would be our plan
that a comprehensive
continuing study be continued between now and
the next General
Assembly ... to simplify
and redraw the multitude

•

•

of Tennessee loan laws
...,"Longley said.
Lenders in Tennessee
could immediately boost
interest rates to the maximum ceiling, regardless
of the cost of borrowing
money nationally. But
Longley warned against
such action.
"The chair as a matter
of advisory opinion to the
lending_ industry _ would
clearly state that this
legislation is intended to
apply only if national interest rates do in fact increase beyond current
It
levels," he said.
irould be interpreted as
an act of bad faith by
lenders if unreasonable
or excessive rates not
consistent with national
interest costs are charged under the provisions of
this bill."
Longley said the committee arrived at the 24
percent figure by comparing maximum
allowable interest rates

I'm NOT sLEEPYTo BED AT

••

4,

HE OUTLEv'Er
BEETHOVEN!

4N11
mrs11111ik,

'
TIME •
TO BED,
NANCY

WHAT'S 50 GREAT
ABOUT THAT?

ISN'T THAT GREAT?

MIDNIGHT

OK-HERE'S
A LIST OF
CHORES >C•U
CAN DO

- UnRed Flolure Synollame
1111112

ZERO! Yo-Yo!

SEETLE!

charged by other states. committee failed to deal
Of the 40 states with con- with the blatent abuses of
sumer interest ceilings, the Industrial Loan and
the average is 24.8 per- Thrift Act, which enables
cent, he said.
lenders to use the
Sponsored in the Senate maintenance fee to drive
by Longley and Sen. Ed up the effective interest
Blank, D-Columbia, the rates on small loans,"
bill would also:
said Lora Lavin, state
-Require that con- coordinator for the lobby
sumers who pay off loans group.
prior to maturity receive
With the maintenance
a discount interest refund fee increase, the annual
rather than the present _percentage rate (APR),
simple interest refund. -- which is the actual cost
-Allow for, but not re- for
borrowing money,
quire, moratoriums on would be from 112 permonthly installment cent to 125 percent on a
payments at simple in- $75 loan for six months,
terest rates in certain cir- opponents say. For a $200
curnstancces.
loan, the APR would be 45
-Add 50 cents to the $1 percent to 50 percent, and
to $1 .5 0 monthly for a $500 loan,it would be
maintenance fee col- 28 percent to 31 percent.
lected by small loan comJames+lifeiley, presipanies.
The citizens lobby Corn- dent of the State Labor
mon Cause and organized Council, vowed to ensure
labor opposed the that constituents of each
lawmaker who votes for
measure.
-Common -Cause -Is the bill are aware of that
disappointed that the support.

Austin Peay football player
missing,foul play possible
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. ing, said Austin Peay
(AP)- Foul play has not spokeswoman Teresa
been ruled out in the Miller.
"This is -ter of
disappearance of an
Austin Peay State character," athletic
University freshman who- director Johnny Miller
has been missing since said of the 6-foot, 175last Thursday, pound athlete from
Gadsden, Ala.
authorities say.
"We're confident
DrugJack
Police Chief
can find Rodney, but
mand said Rodney we're a little apprehenWayne Long, 19, was not sive right now," Drugheard -from -Monday. mand said. "He'll turn up
Long, a starting split end somewhere. But we have
for the Governors' foot- to keep foul play in
ball team, was last seen mind."
when he stopped at a
Long's . fraternity
restaurant after referee- brothers and teammates
ing a basketball game at circulated his picture
First Baptist Church.
around Clarksville on
University officials-1-Monday.
became concerned when ' Barbara Mack said she
Long did not appear for does not believe her son
breakfast Friday morn- ran away.

we

1.011a-

Irpo
mwAal.

Under a third conviction within 10 years, there
would be a mandatory
jail sentence of from six
months to one year, a fine
of 81,000 and a license
suspension of three years
with no work-travel provisions.

SOMETIMES HE
GETS SOMETHING

Hospital report
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2-12-82
Adults 139
Nursery 11
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Lula Alexander and
bay girl, 213 liven,Paris,
Tenn.
Tammy Denham and
baby boy, Box 24, Gilbertsville.
Anna Rollins and baby
boy, Rt. 8, Mayfield.
Desiree Hansard and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Stewart,
Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Glenda G. Collins, 306
W. Sixth St., Benton;
Helen V. Gilbert and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; Geraldine C.
Ringstaff and baby boy,
Rt. 2, Calvert _ City;
James H. Algoodt-Rt. 2,
Calvert City; Ileo G.
Dcan, 1002 Cowan St.,
Paris,'Senn
Dewett L. Brown, 1303
Poplar SI ; Sharon W
11(1.11110o, 608 South Ninth

St.; William Foy, Rt. 7;
Otis Brent Bennett, 306
North Seventh St.;
Georgia E. Bailey, 1015
Story Ave.
Virginia B. Todd, 504
North Sixth St.; Lacene
A. Clemons, New Concord; James Warren
Williams, 506 North First
St.; Oatman H. Farley,
1011 Olive St.; Orazio C.
Villanova, 810 North 18th
St.
Rebecca J. Miflin,
Woods Hall; David L.
Stubblefield, 401 Franklin
Dr., Paris, Tenn.; Sudie
P. Johnson, 1122 Belmont, Paris, Tenn.; Lucy
W. Runyon, 1615 Sunset;
Denise S. Evitts, Lynnville.
Mary Melissa York, Rt.
1, New Concord; Martha
E. Crawford, Rt. 7;
Melvin R. Smith, Rt
FV:i LOWS(' Howie, Kt. 1,
Dexter; Hoyt W. Jackson
(expired) RI 1, Puryear,
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Articles for .!

2. Notice

Parts from 19
_Carlo. Comph

2. Notice

Check these sdrelt•ges
fth, •
tolor portic
put
Used ehoes
We can op, t ow
old pint whil. you wait

Come to

Gene & Jo's for
liquid
Aloe Vera

your

7

gallon $27

Quart $9

lion

G

Corter
Studio
'Si Alia

300 Mon

TREE

APPLE
THE
provides
SCHOOL
quality child care and

programs

educational
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
1503
now available
Stadium View Dr. 753
9356.

12 MONTH
FREE
FINANCING
_ CRASS FURNITURE

6. Help Wanted
$241 20 weekly working
part or full time at
home'. Weekly
paychecks mailed
you from
to
directly
Start
Home Office
immediately. No ex
perience necessary.
National company. De
application
tails and

name
and address to: Bond
Industries. 'Hiring Dept.
77, Kendalia, Tx. 78027.
Babysitter for infant in
•••our home. References
required. Call 753-6563.
mailed. Send your

Need experienced
in
mechanic. Apply
Auto
person. Century
Sales 801 Sycamore.
Position available at
Restaurant.Druthers
Apply in person.

THE CATCH
THE CATFISH
& SEAFOOD
Johnny Robertson
Rd. South
759-1506
LEO'S
GOLD-GEMSSILVER
lerwellets Jewelry Repot.
Most Win 10-20 winetes.
I Glenne Realty (rear)
404 N. 12* Strut. Lew
Law prices se ell Jewelry
repair.

^

-.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
I AP)- Interest rates on
credit cards and most
consumer loans could be
raised to a maximum of
24 percent under legislation recommended by a
special House-Senate

2

64JE55 WHAT._ MY
GRANDFATHER 15
FIFTY-EIGHT YEARS
OLP TODAY...

to six months and a mandatory license suspension
of from six months to one
year.
For a second offense
within 10 years, the
motorist would receive a
mandatory jail sentence
of from 14 days to one
year, a fine of from $500
to $1,000 and a mandatory
license suspension of one
year.
Successful completion
of a one-year alcohol
rehabilitation program
would allow the jail
sentence to be reduced to
three days and the fine to
$350. The one-year license
suspension wolld still
stand but provision could
be made for a restricted
license for driving to and
from work.
Violation of the work
provision could be subjected to an additional
fine of up to $1,000 and an
additional jail term of up
to 12 months.

Interest rates for credit cards,loans
may peak at24 percent in Tennessee

Committee.

36 Bratty kids
51 Once around
39 Danish is4and
the track
41 Thailand,
52 Mine product
formerly
53 Excavate
44 Inclined
55 At present,
roadways . 56 Maglie of
baseball
46 Greek ietter48 Zeus's wife• 59fame
whirtwind
50 Neckpiece

to go through the VASAP
school.
Under Del. Terry's bill,
conviction of drunk driving the first time would
carry a six-month license
revocation, with the
judge having discretion
to suspend the revocation
if the defendant successfully completed
VASAP.
A second conviction
would have a three-year
license revocation, with
the judge having the
power to suspend a year
of it if the defendant went
to VASAP and completed
the course satisfactorily..
As for a third offense,
Del. Terry said, "He
would be a habitual offender." That now, and
d,under her bill, would
-carry automatic license
revocation for life.
Canada's bill would
give a first offender who
chooses to enter an
alcohol rehabilitation
program a choice between a minimum of 48
hours in jail or a 90-day
license suspension.
If he chooses not to
enter an alcohol
rehabilitation program,
the motorist would
receive a mandatory jail
sentence of from 48 hours

.1 11:10,

Frfi

•

For Sale
Large assortment
of genii* 24 Kt.
gold dipped leafs
36 different styles
$2.95 Each.

Want middle aged
woman or couple
preferred to live with
and care for bedridden
man.

Call753-163,1.

.1 3 Oin. Gas
, avocado. Like
/59-4676.
_lAntique wain
• loaf gate-leg 1,
,-pads $650.
• -walnut buffet 3
,
- pieces are
r

•,and in mint
Call 247-5840.
, Frost free free
:-.Call 753 0219.
One antique cc
, wood trim al
. •miscellaneou
,•:Sure. Call 767- 24)
Stove

mother
Responsible
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759-1692.

10. Business Opportunity
$50 000 to $80 000 per
bored
you
year. Are
tired of
with your job
working for the other
National Com man?
in
based
pany
Ky. is look Lexington
ing for I distributors in
area. Call
10 county
606- 231 - 7886 collect.
and
BEAUTIFUL
A
Jean
highly exciting
and Sportswear shop of
your own. $12. 500. to
$16. 500. includes inven -

as Levi,
Calvin
leIn.
SOCA
Chic.

Zena. Cell
Jordache,
Now!&Pacesetter
FashionT Inc. 1 -800-6436305.
money selling
14,ake
beautiful
Avon,
I ewelry
and makeup. Get
gifts.
low cost insurance be -

AT ANY U.

753-5688.
• Two piece
livii
'American
n,
- suite. Like
489-2527.

nefits.
White,
Murray.

t
Holland
1
row)
setter( 1
hook - up $100.
poplar tobacc
folds $200.
sawed tobacc,
2 toba
$140.
vases 1 year ol
$20. each or
both. 6 plastic
$30. or $5. each
642-7584.

6670 John Deer,
drive combine
hours. 1972 (
grain truck
and hoist. 5- 11
Deere plows.
John Deere wt
6 row Birch. cu
. 382-2294.
.^Allis-Chalmers
- .drill. 12 - 20in
1-:
44500. Call
-.1-733-4828.
One deluxe 135
- Ferguson tract
brand n
mint• 400 hours. Con
Brandon
ward
or 753-5960.

22. Musical

_CAR STEREO I
M
enwood
Sal
Mitsubishi.
inti
fessional
' Sunset Bouleva,
Dixieland
Chestnut St. 753-

Call Connie
753 - 5750 :ln

13. For Sale or Trade
1977 Malibu
$2680.
2 door
Call 753-9872 anytime.

Clean

WANTE

Responsible pi
take up perm
no sow pima.

CLATTOI
753-75:

Classic.

For sale or trade esbusiness in
tablished
Price
good
negotiable. Any
a son a b le offer con sidered. Owner finaniing available. Call 75;-

location.

re -

1109 after 5p.m.

-- --

SYSTEM
POST OFFICE

1. How a
Ans. You c

Portable washer and
Cali 753 1 916
before 5p.m. or 753-3400
after 5p.m. Ask qiir

gathering c

dryer.

How c
ANS. You
ad depart,
you have I
3. How g
Ans. You c
Classified 1
ad wal run
day. Prices
customer I
automatic,
4. What i
Ans. The 14

2.

Kate.

3.Card of Thanks
City

Mall Hwy.
Antique
45 between Jackson and
says
-Humboldt,
Ky.
"thanks" to our
customers. 82 dealers
welcome you. Open 10-5
Sun. 1 - 5. Closed
Monday's.

c

because
ing. $300. fc

Selling

14. Want to Buy
WITH YOUR

ref

good

1982 John Deer
mower d
with
snow plow. 436 2:

brands
Lee,

SELECTIVE irvia

and

:Very

every
House cleaning
week. Have re other
753ferences. 759- 1255
2377.

Olympic Plaza
753-7113

BEFORE
MARCH 1ST

Home Furni!

•

19. Farm Equip

in -shop
fixtures
tory
one paid air training
fare to Apparel Center
more. Over 100
and

All men
born from
1960
through
1963 must
be
registered
with the
Selective Service System before
March 1, 1962, to avoid penalty
It's easy. Go to the nearest Poe
Office and fill put your card_ lt11
take two miles. and put your
mind at ease.

- :and
• 7569 after

9. Situation Wanted

Gold 81
Silver Inc.
Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

b•
cap $175.
$75.
350 tur
mission $125
$25.
steering
ri
front hubs
heater
air c
interior p
Ip m

Stamp and coin collecor accumulation.
tion
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.

-

15. Articlesfor Sale
Tobacco sticks.
345- 2861 or 247-3953.

Call

ENGINEER- -

The
secti
read
as th

Project Engineer, designer, draftsperson. Excellent growth potential
for aggressive individual. Prefer
experience' in vehicle HVAC and
sheet metal layout. Send Resume in
confidence: P.O. Box 190, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.

v No
#Pai4
v No
piratic
All sta
will re

OPERATIONS-PROGRAMMING
MANAGER
Excellent opportunity exists for a "tidal charge"
individual with experience in IBM 34 MAPICS
system. This Individual should possess a therm*
knowledge of computer lengeege (RPG) in
manufacturing application. QuaRfied individuel
should sand resume in confidonco to Manager;
P.O. Box 190; Murray, Kentucky 42071.

No. I
Paid
3
6
9

TEMPORARY SECRETARIAL
SERVICES
now available including shorthand, and typing.

S. What ,
Ans. YOU
money on
section of
of advertis

available hourly, detly or weekly Mature personnel.
experienced bonded, Notary Will NI sick of
vacation vacancies
SHORT NOTICE-Our Speciality

6
.
6
.
„
Mayfield 247-18
References furnished

tod Wort

•

Tenn.
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IS. Articles for Sale

16. Home Furnishings

10in. Gas stove,
'voted() Like new Call
F59-4616.
kntique walnut drop
eat gate-leg table with
/ads $650.
antique
walnut buffet $850. Both
)ieces are refinished
Ind in mint condition.
:all 247-58/0.
Frost free freezer. $225.
:all 753 0219.
)ne antique couch with
wood trim and other
miscellaneous furni
1ure. Call 7672154.
Stove and refrigerator.
Very good condition.
gelling because of movng. $300. for pair.
F53 5688.
two piece Early
ekinerican living room
wife. Like new. Call
189-2527

19. Farm Equipment

.982 John Deere tractor
with mower deck and
;now plow. 4362540.
I Holland tobacco
ietter( I row) 3 point
600k-up 1100. 60 sets of
)oplar tobacco scat
900.1000
olds $200.
,awed tobacco sticks
2 tobacco can1140.
eases 1 year old (12x75)
120. each or $35. for
goth. 6 plastic gas trays
130. or $5. each. Paris.
142-7584.
6620 John Deere 4-wheel
irive combine with 310
lours. 1972 Chevrolet
steel bed
grain truck
and hoist. 5 16in. John
23 hole
Deere plows
John Deere wheat drill.
6 row Birch. cultivators.
382.2291.
Allis-Chalmers no till
drill. 12-20in. rows.
$4500. Call 1-7314017
1-733-4828.
One deluxe 135 Massey
Ferguson tractor. Like
mint, brand new. Only
400 hours. Contact Howard Brandon 753 4389
or 753.5960.

n. Musical

CAR STEREO Pionee,
Maranti
Kenwood,
Mitsubishi. Sanyo. Pro
fessional intallaNen.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753 0113.

WANTED
Responsile party to
take up payments Si
new piano.

CLAYTONS
1111"

27. Mobile Home Sales

22. Musical

Darts from 1973 Monte
Arlo. Complete front
:op $175.
both doors
350 turbo trans
175
mission $125. rear glass
125. steering brakes
Tont hubs
rear end,
water
air conditioner
Ind interior parts. 395
F549 after 4p m

32. Apts. For Rent

34. Houses for Rent

Wurlitzer electric 1978 Challenger 12x60 2 One bedroom un
Near Kenlake 5 year old
piano. Also one set of bedroom
furnished or furnished. 3 bedroom
all electric
insulated.
hospital.
near
underpinair
Located
Leslie speakers $750. central
electric heat and wood
re
recently
759 4756.
ning
Call 753-8963.
heater
stove
re
modeled. $7000. 354 8669 One bedroom furnished frigerator.
and water
23, Exterminating
or after 5p.m 354-8173.
apartment. 121 North furnished $195. plus
next to fairgrounds. $90. deposit. 412-3877.
per month. 753,3139.
Nice.
clean well 21. Mobile Home Rentals One
or 2 bedroom low insulated 5 room house.
12x60 with 2 pull outs on utilities. S165. month. Electric heat. city water, cook stove
utili
living room and bay Call 759 9303 anytime.
windows_ New furniture Tired of big utility bills?
central We have a nice 1 bath. 4 miles out on
and carpet,
heat. Shady Oaks. 753' bedroom furnished Federal Hwy. Couple.
No pets. Deposit and
5209.
apartment for you
references required.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2 753.3949.
bedroom
2 baths. fur- Two bedroom $110.753-5593.
nished. Call 753 4683 or townhouse apartment.
38. Pets-Supplies
753 1316 after 5p.m
Appliances furnished.
Extra nice 2 bedroom carpeted.
central AKC Bassets. Show
24. Miscellaneous
mobile home. Small
heatair. Also 1 studio quality
411 shots and
AAA CUSTOM MADE quiet court. 185. 753-8216 apartment available. wormed. Guaranteed
after 5p.m.
753-7550 or 753-7559.
sound and healthy.
CABINETS
Two bedroom duplex
$150 $200 Call 753 0672
bookcases
Central heat and air. No after 6p.m.
etc
music centers
pets. $210. month. $200. AKC German Shepherd
Reasonable 436 2566
FOR RENT
deposit. Lease required. puppies. 28 champions
for
Air compressors
II 2 BR furnished, central
Call alte_rip._III-in 5 generations.
sale. Dill Electric.
twat, very nice. Close to
753-6699.
American Eskimo Spitz
town on private lot.
Antique brass plated
puppies. Also guard
12 Riveria els. extra nice 3
glass door firescreen
Rent
for
Rooms
33.
BR furnished. Water and
dogs. 502.554 2153.
with mesh curtain
Trash Pickup furnished
Rooms for rent 1 block AKC Registered
28 14 x 37?
screen
from univesity. Call Keeshound puppies. 10
inches. Fireplace crate.
753-1812 or 753-6933.
weeks old. only 2 males
MANAGEMENT
Call 753.8393 after 6p.m.
left. Phone 753-7989
Beauty Shop EquipRent
for
Houses
34.
Do you manage your rental
"Portable Dog Runs
ment. A dresser, wash
property or does it manAGE
Income property by and Kennels. Cages and
hydrolic chair
bowl.
YOU,We will manage your
owner. Extra nice 2 or 3 accessories. Write for a
rental property for you.
hair dryers. Call 759
bedroom brick home on free catalog. Falls City
4592,
Coleman
2936 St.
4 lots presently 1 lot Fence Co.
RCA console color tv
Reel Estee
Dept. CM
rented for mobile home. Xavier
AM FM 8-track
$75.
u
o
4120
3
753-11218 Carport, air con- L
stereo $15. See at /
ditioned perfect starter Ky. 40212."
Riviera Tr. Ct. anytime
home for young couple Seven month old
•
after 12p.m.
for rental income. Doberman pup. Partly
Dober11/
MAIP0,
Seven month old
$36000. Will consider trained, red female. Get
man pup. Partly trained.
& PROPERTY MAIVAGSkr MT
renting to responsible in touch with Lynn Lee.
Red female. Get in touch
party. Call 522-7837.
Hales Tr. Pk. No. 68.
Hales
with Lynn Lee,
with
rent
BR
Two
5.
Trailer Park. No 68.
option to buy. Sell with
41. Public Sale
HOUSES
owner financing. Call
25. Business Services
and
FOR RENT
. Attic Sale Mon
759-4592.
Feb 15 and 16
Tues
HODGES TAX SER•Dopler I teem, now
8-5.107 S 15th St
VICE. The Income Tax 29. Heating-Cooling
carpet A red
4
Specialist 1104 Pogue
BOGARD REALTY &
tirooglimit - $141 por
ton
Four
air
Heil
condiKy, Call 759
Murray
DOVER
AUCTION
unit.
tion
call
1534393
1.125.
TN. We buy liquidation
after 6p.m.
inventories of
•4 tedroom comitry home
26, TV-Radio
businsses farm equip30. Business Rentals
smith
mile
on
of town,
ment_ Note We will sell
largo lot with polio, $300
1
1
Five stall clean up shop
at auction for you Call
Earth;
per
anwith
Mose
heat.
office
with
and gas
615 232 5150
tis* to porches' possillo to
Contact Howard BranMoving Sale love seat
buyer.
don 753 4389 or home
coffee
arm chairs
753 5960.
end tables
table
'3 Imams Immo north of
wedding dress
iewelry
tow. near Aline, Rent $150
25" color $39 95
size 6. stereo. All must
Mini •
per month.
19" color, 13" colgo! Call 753 8948
Warehouse
or, 19" BiW
3
'Older
is
bomir
imilrooni
StorageSpace
43. Real Estate
lake moo, ozo serreoofir
j.,0'.644, wood
Spring is lust around
•
753-7575
the corner and we have
70.ahlo for howdy
best,1,
153-4758
a large waterfront lot
oetiloor types, $75.00 nor
for you to build that
month.
27. Mobile Home Sales
summer home on! 400
32. Apts. For Rent
feet of water front and
1968 Baron. Un
••Doposit mod 'lifetimes
One and 2 bedroom
only approximately fiffurnished. $2500. 474- apartments near downrequired.
teen miles from
8838.
CALL SPANN REALTY
town Murray. Call 753Murray. Priced at only
ASSOCIATES FOR ALL TOUR
House and trailer in 4109 or 436-2844.
$17 000. and just waiting
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
Hazel. Will sell separ- Lakeland Wesley Villfor you to view! Roberts
753-7724
ate. Call 753.0861.
age now renting 1
Realty 753-1651.
Trailers for sale or rent. bedroom elderly apar1 and 2 bedroom. Rent tments. HUD Rent Two bedroom
Pine
with option to buy. Sell Subsidy Proram, Apply
Bluff. waterfront, new
Strout.
with owner financing. L.W.V. U.S.68 at wood stove
deck. 753Realty
Ben- 8087. 753-7980 753-1863.
Jonathan CreekCall 759-4592.
Two bedroom 12x65 gas ton, Ky. 42025. 502-354- Two bedroom brick
trailer. Central heat 8888. An Equal , Housing duplex 1 block universOffice Coat to Coost
partly fur , Opportunity.
and air
ity. Central heat. 753Boyers fres Evorywhoro
nice. 15900. 247
nished
Duplex apartment for 5791 759-1074 753-2649.
R•iialir Service Sims 111111
6989
rent. Phone 759-1503.
1112 Coldwater Rood
Norm, Rootocky 42071
(512)753-1114
Anytime
101 L. KENNON
Broker
tiCUIS*41& loaded

Nri

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

.CLAYTONS

_

tent

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?

Ans. You can make money by gathering up aN those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale
2. How can you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Timesisliaving during the month el February to sellalthose items
you have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
Aas. You can prove that you are good in business by

running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Feb. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
-sit-s -miguUr
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive aft the -usual discounts. Wyou
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February )ou
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
The sale is open to everyone;
AM.
_

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutiVe days.
&No changes will be made in copy.-APaid days will run first
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.
a/

No.Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1.
2
3

Total
Days Run
48
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you seN the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Coll 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
lormrriermeremeek.

IVAILAE!LE

53. Services Offered

3 bedroom brick house
Carpet throughout,
2
large living
baths
room and den 2 car
garage with large stor
age room. Call 489-2145
or 753 2493
Assumable like new 2
year old home Fenced
heat
garage
in yard
pump plus extras. Call
owner. 753 8469 or
SHROAT VirALDROP
759-1707.
On the lake. For sale by
like new very
owner
nice 2 bedroom home.
With or without furniprivate dock
turi
2 Y2 car
firoplace
garage. Ready to move
in. Immediate possession. 1.47 500. Call 4362102

Purdue & Thornton

1974 AMC Matador 1973
AMC Station Wagon.
1318 Dodge motor and
tranlmjssion
4-14in.
snow tires 2 50in. snow
tires
1 electric fuel
Dump. Wood for sale
$20. rick. 753 8649.
1974 Chevrolet Malibu. 4
good condition.
door
Will trade. $1395. Call
489-2595.
1974 VW Bug. Excellent
mechanically , body in
good shape. Student
must sell. Best offer.
759-9524. 753-5310.
1976 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Supreme Coupe. Local
car
power
no rust
brakessteering _ air
cruise $1750. Call 7530114.
1976 Triumph TR-7. 4000
miles
good condition.
$2750 Call 753.2615
759 4532
1978 Chevy Malibu.
4 door
one owner. 57
000 miles.
excellent
condition. 12895. 7536915

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
Aluminum
and trim
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753-1873.
Accepting spring con
tract for lawn mowing
in city of Murray. For
free estimates write
Harry A Baker Rt. 3
Box 105 CA Murray Ky.
42071.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 153-2310.
CHIMNEY SWEEP
INC. For your safety
call for free estimate.
767-47860r 767-1779.
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
with deep
can be done
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753 0015

lasersece
Reel Estate
Seetliside Court Sq.
Merrily, Keaticky
753-4451

SELL YOUR
HOME IN TOWN
TO SOMEONE
OUT OF TOWN
We're in touch with
buyers from around
the country. When
you list with us you
get a referral service with the
strength and
knowledge you'd
expect from the
Number 1 real
:estate sales
organization in
America. We have
requests from prospects interested in
purchasing four
bedroom homes in
the city. We have
three families from
three different
states wanting four
bedroom homes.
We're in touch with
buyers. Give us a
call 753-1492.
KIDS,BRING
YOUR PARENTS
Pool table included
with rec room - All
equipment included
with swimming
pool - Just now on
the market - Two
bedrooms on each
two levels - Dine
formally or in eat-in
kitchen Assumable loan for
you - Equity for
owner. Call 753z1492
for your preview.

47. Motorcycles
125 YZ Yamaha Dirt
Bike Only $395. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753-8078.

r21.

INETTA Rs,RAMIS ®
I 200 Sycamore
/Array, Kentucky 42071
150217531492

1974 Rat, 35 MPG,
excellent comities
•••
1956 Chevrolet
pickup, excellent con1980 T-Bird, like
new, 18000 miles.
Moen roof. Make of.
fir.
1179 Monte Cork,

excellent coacrition.

7S3-7113
Motorcycle
50. Used Trucks
1949 Ford pickup. Some
Tires
needs battery,
rust.
With Only a 3 inch tune-up
and master

strip between you and
the rood can you afford to run discount
tires? Go with a professionally mounted
Goodyear or Dunlop
tire from the "All
Motorcycle' people at

Town &
Country

cylinder 1250 753 7224
after 5p.m.
1964 Ford pickup,„6
cylinder straight shift.
S/95. Catt
gas saver
489-2595.
1966 Chevrolet pickup.
34 ton. 6 cylinder. 4
mechanically
speed.
body fair. 489sound,
2454 after 6p.m
1970 I HC Scout. 4
full metal
cylinder,

Yamaha
Hwy. 94 East
753-8078
175 Can Am Dirt Bike
Only $695. Town
Country Yamaha
Murray 753-8078.

re
WHY PAY
RENT?

When you can own
this attractive 3
bedroom home*
located Northwest
of Murray.
Assumable 101,2 96
VA loan to qualified
veteran. Monthly
payments of approximately $275,
includes principal,
interest, taxes and
insurance. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty for full
details.

lock-out hubs standard
transmission. Phone 1
901-6/2 6353 Paris. Tn
1972 CJ5 Jeep. 6 cylin
lock out hubs.
der
standard transmission.
metal top 63 WO miles.
1-901-642 6353 Path Tn,
1975 4 wheel drive
Dodge pickup. $1000.
753-9536.

Need Motorcycle
Tires?
Foreek high performmoc•
motorcycli tires ar•
ovoiohle at Lliscoorrt Prices!

Carrell Tire g Wheel
Aigament
753-1415
Hos POW,
See to believe. Stored
1973 Honda 125. 400
actual miles. Also 1976
Honda 175. 136-2418
anytime.

41. Auto Services
1979 Chevrolet V-6 enlow milage. 474gine.
2325.

VW Factory Febate
$350 on oll 1982
Volkswagens including
Americas highest mpg
diesel Rolutt Sedan et
frocks.

Carroll VW Rebate
$350.00 On All
VW's.

TOTAL REBATE
$700
Carroll VW
udi Mazda

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
Referencas. All work
guarant•ed. Fria
Estimates. Call 7591859 or 753-6581.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading
white rock gravel, and
coal hauling. Call 7534 5 4 5 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
your electrical, plumbheating, air coning
painting and
ditioning
insulating needs. Call
753-9673
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry
plumbing
concrete
sliding. NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. --Free
estimates. Days 4742359. nights 171-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate

Service- Cs.
abeam ill 'aryl seat,
csstsa trim wort.
lelersoces. Call Will El
153-681.
K & K STUMP REMO
Do you need
VAL
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground,
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319
Need work on your
prun
trees? Topping
ing shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753 8536
Professional painting,
corn
paperhanging
residential
mercia I
farm
intetior exterior
estimates.
buildings,
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Thirty one years experience. Carpenter remodeling.
building
and repairing annex on
home and trailer. 4362253.
Tole painting lessons.
evenings
Mornings,
weekends. Degreedlicensed instructor. For
more information call
Kay at 7534713.

UNIMMANNia
KEY
NEW LLSTING
187 ACRE
AUTO PARTS
CANTERBURYI_
FARM
52. Boats Motors
_Tree Work._ Tonnins
ESTATES
- FOR SALE
trimming and taking
Um.121 Saudi
Mirrow Craft boat
Here's your =-6*-- Recently Hate
20hp. Johnson motor
*way,Ky.
portunity for a comand trailer. Call after Tree trimming and
farm in southern
New sal Used Auto
removal. Hedges and
5p.m 753 5503. $800.
fortable and roomy
Marshall County
Parts, Batteries,
shrubs. Firewood. 75318ft.
1972
Sea
Ray.
realistic
a
at
home
between Murray
Tares, Wheel Covers,
140Hp Mercruiser. Call 5476.
price. Economic
and Benton. ApWill sharpen hand saws.
753,4617 after
central -gas- heak-im-mg--proxim a telt==
--thain saws and skill
central air and 2400
saws Call 753 4656
tendable acres,
53. Services Offered
753-5500
square feet of living
equipment shed,
Fence sales at Sears
area which includes
grain bins and close 41.•=.1....msnmem. now. Call Sears 753 2310 55. Feed and Seed
storage areas
driving distance to 49. Used Cars
for free estimate for Hay large round bales_
$15. each. Call 382 2201
your needs.
galore, built-in
Kentucky Lake.
1967 Ford Fairlane 289
bookcases and
Some owner financ- automobile. Good condesks in bedrooms,
ing available. dition. Best offer Call
sewing room, den,
Phone 753-1 2 22, 759-4805 or 753,8430 after
living room, plus a
Kopperud Realty in 4:30.
1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder, 2
19 x 29' family room
Murray.
air condition.
door
with lovely
225 L.P. Miller St. herrn hern Comerorty Curler)
759-4645.
fireplace. Private 44. Lots for Sale
1973 Buitit. Century.
Specializing In Senior Citizens
fenced patio with
Good condition. $725.
gas grill adds that' Nice level lake lot on Call after 5p.m.
Hair Cuts $1.00
Pine Bluff Shores in 753-2512.
extra nice touch
Shampoo, Skive and Haircut $2.75
Calloway County. Has
that totals up to a
water and electricity.
Opals Hours
fine home-buying
753 8011.
-AM-Amax c. Wed., Thurs., Fri., Set.
Tees.,
Mon.,
opportunity. Phone
On the main thoroughOns
kVUI
753-3685
7:30-2:30.
216 South 12th.
fare.
us today! 753-1222.
Oupor. Sharp.
a
COUNTRY
already zoned for busi
CHARM
ness you can find this
PURDOM'S
country
Peaceful
large lot just waiting for
Oldsmobile
you. The ideal location
livin' goes with this
unique three for any new business
Pontiac
venture! Check with us
bedroom home in
Cadillac
about size and price
Graves County betRoberts Realty 753 1651.
ween Murray &
.1406 IV, Maio
45. Farms for Sale Mayfield. Antique
153-5315
log beamed ceilings Farm for sale. 92 acres
35 tillable burley base
in den and dining
miles west of Brewers. 1979 Grand Marquis
area, wood burning
16000 miles
Must sell immediately. Loaded
Fisher Stove and
$19 000 or best offer. black with gray inter
central heat and
ior. $6250. 753 8830
176 5428.
air. This is an ex- Forty seven acres on daytime.
tremely neat Hwy 94 West. Call 1980 Chevrolet Caprice
Wagon. Diesel V 8
Cedar-sided home
759 1981.
power
power seats
in quiet, private
tilt
windows. cruise
Homes for Sale
Hours by appointment only.
46.
location. Offered in
tape
AM FM stereo
one
Three bedroom house.
the low $50's. l'hone
I( 000 miles
.
large lot in ._Koizei. owner
753-1222 for all in1653 Calloway Ave. 753-1914

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

William Nall Pasco, DMD

announces the opening
of his officefor the practice of
General Dentistry

formation

e-rereeemmo

49. Used Cars

46. Homes for Sale

43. Real Estate

z

Ready -to move, into.
Call /53 0861.

753 1321 or
753 5763

after

4:30
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Ms, I Sel:s f or Less•1%.0 IVIa': Sells 40r Less •
•Wel-Mart Sells for Less • Wei
Mart Solis for Less•VII•I•Marl Sells for Ls**

641 N.759-9995
Good
Bel Air Ctr. 753-8777 Prices
Thru Saturday
Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

WAIrMART

Wide Selection Of
Quality Merchandise
At A Super Low Price

High Flyin
Ilailamory CRtA

CoffeeMate
Non Dairy
Creamer
22oz. Reg. Price 2.17

Don't Miss Out On These
Super Low Sale Prices!

•

rwai-mart

N
W
O
D
K
MAR
On Clearance

TV
SPECIAL

Ladies Wear
Men's Wear
Boy's Wear
Girl's Wear
Infants
& Toddlers
Domestics

44AN T

ta

ARCO Graphite
10W40 Oil

.

•Ouarl
•Improves fuel
'Reduces wear
economy1
•No 36301

ow Price
less
Stain
Aladdin
e '
Bottl
Steel Qt.
'Unbreakable steel case

Save 25%
Decorated
Cork Board
•ii"x1 7"'Assorted

•Vacuum insulated
'No A-944C

designs 'No. 5000Al2
'Peg. 3.28

Fabrics

4

_Super Value
Tussy Cream,
Roll-On,or Stick
Deodorant
•2 Oz cream, 2.25 oz.
roll-on (reg. or unscented)
•2,/4 Oz. stick 'Limit 2

Qt.

Everyday Low Price
Genuine
Mr. Coffee
Filters 100 Count

Ski ?is;0544:e
I
"

Pillows
20" x 26" standard

UNISONIC®

Filled with davelle polyester
size.
Reg. 3.44

•Usable in all Mr. Coffee
machines 'For better
tasting coffee'No. UF100

Save 22%
Glad
Heavyweight
Trash Bags
•30 Gal •30"x36"
/
08 Count
02 Ply, 3 mil.
_ •No.HP646
•Reg. 2.53

Uiitsonic
Printing Calculator
•12 Digit, Large Display
•4 Key Meitkb
*Non Print Feature

o. XL-fl-9
•Reg. 79.46
Ladies Fashion
Bras
'Polyester, nylon, lycra
•Assorted Sizes
*Assorted Styles
Sfiles May Vary By Store

Save-Up .
CheiiMe-Pineis
•60% Acetate, 40%
polyester •60"x63" &
60"x81"'Wedding ring
pattern 'Yellow, melon,
white & beige'Machine
wash "Permanent press
•Reg. 3.86-3.96

Polyester
Flower
Pkks

ve Up_To 16%
'tennis Panels
•100% Polyester
-•60"x63' & 60"x81"
'White or beige
'Machine wash
--'-.Permanent press
—*Reg.4.54-4.74

Save Up To 3.15
-infant, Childrens &
Boys Joggers
.

*Action stripeift1184—
wearing sole *Infants Slo
--- big boys 6
'Reg 8.91-10.91

AMitton-

Super Value
Renuzit
Air Freshener

ot
' Cl
Wail
. Reg. 50`

•7 Oz 'Asst. scents
'Aerosol •Limit 2
Save459..3
Ladles Jogger
'Easy care upper
•Sueded mm
•Ladies sizes 5-10
'Reg 13 96

3

WAL-MART

Save 1.91
Mens Jogger

4 °ThYle
(
'N11

*Nylon 8. suedine
*Cushion insole
'Long wearing sole
2-12
1
•Mens sizes6/
•Reg.teJ

ROtit/ i g

Sou

For 1.00

Save 1 8%
Wal-Mart
Potting Soil
*Highly organic *We
indoors or out.10 Lb. bap
'No. PS10'Reg.964

Save 2.05
Bar Stool
•Stairled hardwood
'Vinyl covered foam seat
'Black or brown
•No. 9030'Reg. 11.88

..011•041/11•OMel

.
.
— It is our InesnSon to hove every WeirWAL4IART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POUCYreason,
riot
is
item
ed
avails
advertis
an

titled item in stock, however it due to any unforeseen
request, for the merchandise to be purcheeld
for purchase. Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on
in
you a stouter item at a comparable reduction
at the sale pnce whenever available or will sell
once We reserve the right to Ism.touantitieS

WAI:MART
less •Kai Mar' Sei,,

ass•WM Mort Sells for Less •

M i•

Less • Wai Mart

'ur Less•Kai Mart Sells fr less

-

,

AVAILABLE
PY
CO
BEST.
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